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FOREWORD
The Old Testament is the scripture of the Judaism and also the scripture of Jesus and the
disciples of Jesus. It was written in Hebrew. When Jesus spoke about scripture Jesus was
speaking about the Old Testament in Hebrew.
The name Septuagint (from the Latin septuaginta,
“70”) was derived later from the legend that there were 72 translators, 6 from each of the 12 tribes
of Israel, who worked independently to translate the whole and ultimately produced identical
versions. The translators were sent to Alexandria by Eleazar, the chief priest at Jerusalem, at the
request of Ptolemy II Philadelphus (285–246 BC) This Greek translation was produced because
many Jews spread throughout the world were beginning to lose their Hebrew language and Greek
was the Lingua Franca of most of the civilized world at that time. The Septuagint was also a
source of the Old Testament for early Christians during the first few centuries AD. Many early
Christians spoke and read Greek, thus they relied on the Septuagint translation for most of their
understanding of the Old Testament. The New Testament writers also relied heavily on the
Septuagint, as a majority of Old Testament quotes cited in the New Testament are quoted directly
from the Septuagint (others are quoted from the Hebrew texts). Greek church fathers are also
known to have quoted from the Septuagint. Even today, the Eastern Orthodox Church relies on
the Septuagint for its Old Testament teachings.
With the reliance on Septuagint instead of original Hebrew OT, many of the basic interpretations
based on the Hebrew were lost to the Christian interpreters.
Among them many of the statements of Jesus lost their significance.
John 5: 45 Do not think that I will accuse you before the Father. Your accuser is Moses, in whom
you have put your hope. 46If you had believed Moses, you would believe Me, because he wrote
about Me. 47But since you do not believe what he wrote, how will you believe what I say?”…
Luke 24:27 And beginning with Moses and all the Prophets, He explained to them what was
written in all the Scriptures about Himself.
John 5:39: “You search the Scriptures,” Jesus says, “because you think that in them you have
eternal life; and it is they that bear witness about me.”
John 1:1-3 In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God.
He was with God in the beginning.Through Him all things were made, and without Him nothing
was made that has been made.…
But a search in the English Bible and other language translations would not lead to the discovery
of Jesus especially the John 1:1-3 portion. It is this aspect I am trying to explain using the original
Hebrew Gen 1:1 verse.
We find Jesus the Word as the creator tucked in untranslated in the verse and all over the bible in
every page. Search the scriptures, you will be surprised yourself.
Prof.M.M.Ninan
Normal, IL
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CHAPTER ONE
GENESIS CHAPTER 1:1

The first chapter of Genesis (B'reshit in Hebrew)
written on an egg
in the Israel Museum.
Written on ostrich eff on the right

The verse in the Masoretic Text consists of 7 words and 28 letters and is as follows:
Unvocalized without vowels: בראשית ברא אלהים את השמים ואת הארץ
Vocalized with vowels added :
Transliterated: Bereshit

הִים אֵת הַשָּׁמַיִם וְאֵת הָאָרֶץYֱבְּרֵאשִׁית בָּרָא א

bara Elohim et hashamayim ve'et ha'aretz.

Vowels added
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Empphasis and accents marked

◄ Genesis 1:1 ►
Text Analysis
Strong’s
Transliteration Hebrew
number

English

Morph

7225

bə-rê-šîṯ

בְּרֵאשִׁ֖ית

In beginning

Noun

1254

bā-rā

בָּרָ֣א

created

Verb

430

’ĕ-lō-hîm;

הִ֑יםYֱא

Gods

Noun

853

’êṯ

אֵ֥ת

?

Accusative

8064

haš-šā-ma-yim הַשָּׁמַ֖יִם

853

wə-’êṯ

776
hā-’ā-reṣ.
Hebrew Texts

וְאֵ֥ת

heavens
and

הָאָֽרֶץ׃

earth

Noun
Accusative
Noun

Gen.1:1 Hebrew OT: Westminster Leningrad Codex

הִ֑ים אֵ֥ת הַשָּׁמַ֖יִם וְאֵ֥ת הָאָֽרֶץBֱבְּרֵאשִׁ֖ית בָּרָ֣א א

׃

Gen 1:1 Hebrew OT: WLC (Consonants Only)

בראשית ברא אלהים את השמים ואת הארץ

׃

In the beginning
re'shiyth (ray-sheeth')
the first, in place, time, order or rank (specifically, a firstfruit) -- beginning, chief(-est), first(-fruits,
part, time), principal thing.
Gods
'elohiym (el-o-heem')
angels, exceeding, God (gods)(-dess, -ly), (very) great, judges, mighty.
created
bara' (baw-raw')
(absolutely) to create; (qualified) to cut down (a wood), select, feed (as formative processes) -choose, create (creator), cut down, dispatch, do, make (fat).
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'eth (ayth)
self (but generally used to point out more definitely the object of a verb or preposition, even or
namely) -- (as such unrepresented in English).
the heaven
shamayim (shaw-mah'-yim)
air, astrologer, heaven(-s).
'eth (ayth)
self (but generally used to point out more definitely the object of a verb or preposition, even or
namely) -- (as such unrepresented in English).
the earth
'erets (eh'-rets)
the earth (at large, or partitively a land) -- common, country, earth, field, ground, land, natins, way,
+ wilderness, world

Gap Theory
http://www.mechanical-translation.org/ translates it as follows:
A new and unique method of translation that brings you a literal and faithful word for word
translation of the Hebrew text through the English language.
This is what we will get if we translate the first verse using machine.
Genesis Chapter 1:1

“in~SUMMIT { בְּרֵאשִׁית/ bê'rey'shit} he~did~FATTEN(Verb) { בָּרָא/ ba'ra}
E lohiym {הִיםBֱ א/e'lo'him} AT { אֵת/ eyt} the~SKY~s2 { הַשָּׁמַיִם/ ha'sha'ma'yim}
and~AT { וְאֵת/ wê'eyt} the~LAND { הָאָרֶץ/ ha'a'rets}”

“In the summit Elohiym fattened the skies and the land.”
This translation very simply gives us the gap theory of creation. Here,the new beginning is simply
a transformation or fattening of the existing cosmos containing the sky and the land - evidently
speaking of the material world or simply earth with its sky as we humans understood with our
simple mind. God now started afresh with new creations - a new beginning. Thus it certainly
permits a gap theory where some earth and sky existes prior even to Gen 1:1.
Usually the gap is placed between Gen 1:1 and Gen 1:2 It does not even suggest what was
during the gap nor why there was formlessness and emptiness or even suggest that there was any
life form before the beginning at all. You can use your imaginations, but that is about it. Bible
does not confirm anything. This is only to show that the verse do admit a gap possibility. The
creation was not necessarily from ex-nihilo (from nothingness) as normally taught.
The normal gap between Gen 1:1 and Gen 1:2 is based on the folloowing argument.
Genesis 1:1 states: “In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.
Since the cosmos was created by God it must have been a perfect Cosmos.
Then Genesis 1:2 states: Now the earth was formless and empty, darkness was over the surface
of the deep, and the Spirit of God was hovering over the waters.”
This would mean that the earth became without form and empty.
3
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Why and what happened? Something must have happened.
The popular suggestion is the following:

Jewish Publication Society (JPS) version of 1985 reads: “1 When God began to create heaven
and earth—2 the earth being unformed and void, with darkness over the surface of the deep
and a wind from God sweeping over the water—3a God said, ‘Let there be light.’”
1 With this dependent-clause translation, it is not possible to interpret the idea of an absolute
beginning of the universe or a creation out of nothing since the rendering treats the earth in
Genesis 1:2 as being in existence before God’s first act of creation, light.
Proponents of the dependent-clause translation argue that according to the grammar of the
Hebrew, Genesis 1:1 should be understood as a type of substantial clause. In both English and
Hebrew, a substantial clause is an entire clause that functions like a noun. (See
https://answersingenesis.org/hermeneutics/have-we-misunderstood-genesis-11/)
One form of the gap theory is the view that God created a fully functional earth with all animals,
including the dinosaurs and other creatures we know only from the fossil record. Then, the theory
goes, something happened to destroy the earth completely—most likely the fall of Satan —so that
the planet became without form and void. At this point, God started all over again, recreating the
earth in its paradise form as further described in Genesis. The gap theory, which is distinct from
theistic evolution and the day-age theory, is also called old-earth creationism, gap creationism,
and the ruin-reconstruction theory.
Gap creationism became increasingly attractive near the end of the 18th century and first half of
the 19th century, because the newly established science of geology had determined that the Earth
was far older than common interpretations of Genesis and the Bible-based flood geology would
allow. Gap creation allowed religious geologists (who composed the majority of the geological
community at the time) to reconcile their faith in the Bible with the new authority of science.
According to the doctrine of natural theology, science was in this period considered a second
revelation, God's word in nature as well as in Scripture, so the two could not contradict each other.
From 1814, gap creationism was popularized by Thomas Chalmers, who attributed the concept to
the 17th century Dutch Arminian theologian Simon Episcopius. Chalmers became a divinity
professor at the University of Edinburgh, founder of the Free Church of Scotland, and author of
one of the Bridgewater Treatises. Other early proponents included Oxford University geology
professor and fellow Bridgewater author William Buckland, Sharon Turner and Edward Hitchcock.
It gained widespread attention when a "second creative act"was discussed prominently in the
reference notes for Genesis in the influential 1917 Scofield Reference Bible. In 1954, a few years
before the re-emergence of Young Earth Flood geology eclipsed Gap creationism, influential
evangelical theologian Bernard Ramm wrote in The Christian View of Science and Scripture:
"The gap theory has become the standard interpretation throughout hyper-orthodoxy,
appearing in an endless stream of books, booklets, Bible studies, and periodical
articles. In fact, it has become so sacrosanct with some that to question it is
equivalent to tampering with Sacred Scripture or to manifest modernistic leanings".
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Because there is no specific information given in Genesis concerning the proposed gap of time,
other scriptures are used to support and explain what may have occurred during this period and to
explain the specific linguistic reasoning behind this interpretation of the Hebrew text. A short list of
examples is given below:
TThe word "was" in Genesis 1:2 ( The earth was without form and void, ) for some adherents is
more accurately translated "became". Such a word choice makes the gap interpretation easier to
see in modern English.
God is perfect and everything He does is perfect, so a newly created earth from the hand of
God should not have been without form and void and shrouded in darkness. Deuteronomy
32:4, Isaiah 45:18 1 John 1:5
The Holy Spirit was "renewing" the face of the earth as he hovered over the face of the
waters. Psalms 104:30
Angels already existed in a state of grace when God "laid the foundations of the Earth", so
there had been at least one creative act of God before the six days of Genesis. Job 38:4-7
Satan and his angels caused war in Heaven and had fallen from grace (Isaiah 14:12) (Luke
10:18) "in the beginning" which, since the serpent tempted Adam and Eve, had to have
occurred before the Fall of man. Isaiah 14:12-15, Ezekiel 28:11-19, John 8:44
One advantage of this gap theory is that it will explain the existence of death and the fossils of
millions of years and will reconcile scientifically dated old age of earth and the death without
contradicting any part of the Bible.
Notice that gap theory does not propose Genesis Day (Yom) = Age (period of time) nor does it
support evolution. It indeed support the idea that the earth as we know now is an young earth
and the population of humans on earth do support an young earth. It do propose that there were
probably other ages before this age. This age will be destroyed by fire and there will be a new age
in future recreated from this earth.
See an explanation of the gap theory in: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6lri42Opkqc
Even in Physics we have the concept of a cycle of ages. If the total amount of matter in the
universe is large enough, the theory of expanding universe proposes that at one level the
expansion will stop and will start to contract under gravitational force. In that case and necessarily
since contraction to one single point is impossible with infinite density of matter, the cosmos will
restart . Then our universe didn't emerge from a single point, but "bounced" into expansion before
it could be a point. If this theory is correct, our universe has likely undergone an endless
succession of "bangs" and "crunches." endless creation and recreation.
In this cyclic model, our universe consisting of 11 dimensions, has reached a level where only four
of which we can observe (three of space and one of time). Our four-dimensional part of the
universe is called a brane ( membrane). There are other branes lurking out there in 11dimensional space. A collision between two branes could have jolted the universe from contraction
to expansion, spurring the Big Bang of which we see evidence today.
If this theory is true Physics do support the gap theory and the Bible is not speaking of the ultimate
beginning of creation but a recreation. Evidently Physics cannot predict or read what caused the
desolation and restart. A steady state exists when expansion stops at some stage and all things
come back to balance based on the two opposing forces of yetzer hara (personal responsibility)
and yetzer ha tov (love) is yet to be realized
Saurya Das at the University of Lethbridge in Alberta, Canada, have shown in a paper published in
Physics Letters B that the Big Bang singularity can be resolved by their new model in which the
5
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universe has no beginning and no end. That is only a model. This is because we cannot
assume that the Laws of Physics can still hold good at the point of Big Bang start. What was
before that? It is as much a guess as any other.
The Bible do not even attempt to tell us that. “When God began to create” this world where we
are now is the start of the verse. The time for us in our universe started at this point.
The expansion of space is estimated to have begun 13.8 billion years ago.
universe can be divided into four parts:

The chronology of the

The very early universe, from the Planck epoch until the cosmic inflation, or the first picosecond of cosmic time; is the domain of active theoretical research, currently beyond the
grasp of most experiments in particle physics.
The early universe, from the Quark epoch to the end of the Photon epoch, or the first
380,000 years of cosmic time, when the familiar forces and elementary particles have
emerged the universe remained in the state of a plasma which we can call the period
of waters. This was followed by the "Dark Ages", from 380,000 years to about 150
million years during which the universe was transparent when no large-scale
structures were not formed.
The period of large-scale structure formation, including stellar evolution, galaxy
formation and evolution and the formation of galaxy clusters and superclusters, from about
150 million years to present, and prospectively until about 100 billion years of cosmic time;
The thin disk of our galaxy began to form at about 5 billion years. The solar system formed
at about 4.6 billion years ago, with the earliest traces of life on Earth emerging by about 3.5
billion years ago.
The far future, after cessation of stellar formation, with various scenarios for the ultimate
fate of the universe.
Soon after the creation starts in pico-seconds later the state of the cosmos was fluid in nature waters. It was a plasmic state as in period 2 above which is referred to in the Bible as waters. It
is from these waters God formed all the large scale formations of the worlds that are in the
heavens and the earth. That is exactly the statement of the first verse of the Bible. The rest of
the creation story tells us some of the creations that are relevant to us humans. The creation was
effected by variations in frequency and modulation when the Word of God started creating.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE FIRST WORD
B’REISHIT

The first word in the Bible is b'reishit, or bereishit (בְּרֵאשִׁית
Bereishit which translate as "In the beginning [of]" .

7225

bə-rê-šîṯ

בְּרֵאשִׁ֖ית

In beginning

8
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Notice there is no “the” in the translation. In beginning of what? It would indicate not the
beginning but a beginning of a particular period in God’s creation history. There were probably
many other dimensions with varying creations before God came to have a new beginning in a
world of matter. This was probably his ultimate creation. The other dimensions did exists before
this world was created. We have the indication that Angels were already in existence. How
many dimensions and different life forms were in existence before God started the new world, we
do not know.
This would support the gap theory. We are not talking about a gap between verse 1 and 2 periods.
This is a period of time during which God created other realms of existence with other sentient
beings like the angels and probably many other forms of life not necessarily of material base.
This also assumes that we cannot know through our sciences about these periods since our
sciences are based on our five senses which are limited to the perception on this material
world.
.
Every Hebrew letter is formed out of a concept. Each letter represents a story and a detailed story
expressing the meaning of the word in detail. It is also associated with a number as Hebrew
does not have a separate number system and used the alphabet itself as numbers.
Here are the basic Hebrew Letters:

http://www.ancient-hebrew.org/learn_ancient.html
http://www.rediscoveryoftheheart.com/Hebrew
Liber XXII; keepsilence.org
http://hermetic.com/heidrick/yetzirah.html
http://www.hebrew4christians.com
Every Ancient-Hebrew Letter is a Word.
Each Word comes form an Image-Root.
EACH-Letter proclaims A-Message
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Sepher ha-Yetzirah (the Book of Formation)
http://www.hermetics.org/pdf/SepherYetzirah.pdf
Book of Creation (Book of Formation) may have been first written down may be about 2,000 years
ago, by famous Rabbi Akiba. But it is claimed to originate thousands of years before as an oral
tradition. Its origin is attributed to biblical ancestors like Abraham and Moses. It describes how
the universe was created by the God of Israel using the Word of God - the Logos.
“Twenty-two Foundation letters: He engraved them, He carved them, He permuted them, He
weighed them, He transformed them, and with them, He depicted all that was formed and all
that would be formed.
3:3 Three Mothers: .א, מ,  ( שAlef, Mem, Shin) He engraved them, He carved them, He permuted
them, He weighed them, and with them He depicted Three Mothers  אמשin the Universe, Three
Mothers  אמשin the Year, Three Mothers  אמשin the Soul, male and female.
4:6 Seven Doubles: ב, ג, ד, כ, פ, ר, תof Foundation. He engraved them, He carved them, He
permuted them, He weighed them, He transformed them, and with them He formed, Seven
planets in the Universe, Seven days in the Year, Seven gates in the Soul, male and female.
5:3 Twelve Elementals: .ה, ו, ז, ח, ט, י, ל, נ, ס, ע, צ,  קTheir foundation is [that] He engraved them,
carved them, permuted them, weighed them, and transformed them, and with them He formed
twelve constellations in the Universe, twelve months in the Year, and twelve directors in the Soul,
male and female.
6:5 Three: each one stands alone, one acts as advocate, one acts as accusor, and one decides
between them. Seven: three opposite three, and one is the rule deciding between them. Twelve
stand in war: three love, three hate, three give life, and three kill. [...] And God faithful King rules
over them all from His holy habitation until eternity of eternities. One on three, three on seven,
seven on twelve, and all are bound, one to another.
6:7 [...] And He bound the 22 letters of the Torah to his tongue and He revealed to him His mystery;
He drew them in water, He flamed them with fire, He agitated them with Breath, He burned them
with the seven [planets], He directed them with the twelve constellations

10
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Paleo Hebrew letters are Pictographic or ideographic, which gives each letter a meaning apart
from its sound. Through the picture it conveys an idea behind the phonetics.
The Hebrew word for “letter” is “ot” which can also mean “sign” or “wonder.”
Thus each letter of the Hebrew alphabet, contain signs that point to deeper and wonderful truths
beyond the plain reading.
This we will do now as we try to understand the first verse of the Bible.

12
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Why did the Bible start with bet the second letter of the alphabet instead of
Alef the first letter which actually indicates God?

Bible begins with the Hebrew letter bet.
The first letter of Hebrew alphabet is Alef which actually represents God and have no sound of its
own since God cannot be known in his essence without his own wilful revelation. Even through
13
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His revelation we cannot know his essence. A standard comparison is the Sun which can only
known to a limit through the sun rays.
The Bible does not start with Alef but with the second letter bet. The reason is that man cannot
understand God in his essence. It is beyond human comprehension.
Jesus says, “No one has seen the Father except the one who is from God; only he has seen the
Father.” John 6:46
God in His absolute existence is Nirguna Brahman (God without attributes) - God who cannot be
known since he is beyond properties. This is expressed as:
”The Lord said that he would dwell in the thick darkness. 1 Kings 8:12, 2 Chronicles 6:1
He made darkness his secret place; his pavilion round about him were dark waters and thick
clouds of the skies. Psalm 18:11
Clouds and darkness are round about him. Psalm 97:2
Hence when God transformed himself into Saguna Brahman (who with attributes - God who can
be known), he appears as Trinity - Father, Son and the Holy Spirit. Even here God the Father is
beyond human perception. Thus we have the revelation of God through his son Jesus who
appeared to Patriarchs in human form and also to Moses and to the prophets.
Matthew 11:27 . No one knows the Son except the Father, and no one knows the Father except
the Son and those to whom the Son chooses to reveal him.
Exodus 24: 9-11 Then Moses went up with Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, and seventy of the elders of
Israel, and they saw the God of Israel; and under His feet there appeared to be a pavement of
sapphire, as clear as the sky itself. Yet He did not stretch out His hand against the nobles of the
sons of Israel; and they saw God, and they ate and drank.

The first covenant dinner

14
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The second covenant dinner
The fullness of this revelation came in the incarnation of the Son as Jesus where
John 1:14 The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us. We have seen his glory, the
glory of the one and only Son, who came from the Father, full of grace and truth.
Before the incarnation, man could not approach even Jesus. So Jesus took the form of man so
that we the people with all our senses can perceive God as far as our perception can go until we
get back home with him.
The only way the unapproachable un-manifested Father God could react with men effectively was
through his Word, the expression or logos of God who is Jesus. So the Bible starts with Ben the
Son of God and not with Alef or Ab the Father God. Bible is the revelation of the Trinitarian God
through the Son who was simply preparing the abode of God in the hearts of Adam.

Thomas cried out “My Lord and My God”
What I am trying to express is that even when the Father is made known, it is only through the Son
all revelation came to man and the Son should be seen pervading the whole of the Old Testament.

15
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FIRST VERSE OF BIBLE, FIRST WORD; LETTER BY LETTER
THE FIRST LETTER OF THE BIBLE

THE FIRST LETTER OF THE WORD BERESHIT

The modern Hebrew letter bet

A Bedouin Tent in the Sahara Desert
The tent was divided into two parts. The main section, behind the tent door, is the men's section.
The other section is the women's section, with a wall dividing the two parts. The only males
allowed into the women's section are the father of the tent and children. Notice the similarity to the
picto-graphic Hebrew letter "beyt" - . The word "beyt" is not only the name of a letter but is also
a common Hebrew word meaning, "home". This letter is a representation of the floor plan of the
tent, the "home" of the nomadic Hebrews.
16
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“For you are the temple of the living God. As God has said: “I will dwell in them and walk among
them. I will be their God, and they shall be My people.” 2 Cor 6:16
God was building a home for themselves. That was creation. That is what the Bible is all about.
So the Bible starts with the bet the creation of a tent for their living - Father, Mother and the Son.
Look at the proto-Sinaitic letter. It is the picture of a nomadic tent used by the Hebrews in their
wandering period in the desert. It is the home of the family. The tent is divided into two parts
representing the portions for male and the female within one home.

In the case of beth it is based on the beth - the word house in Hebrew, Aramaic, Chaldean,
Arabic etc. It is closed from all three sides opening to the left. As Hebrew writes from right to
left, it indicates a beginning. It can be a new beginning. The creation itself was an isolation in
time, space and matter - a new region or dimension in the cosmos. It tells nothing about the past
and look forward to the future. It is a beginning of time, space and matter in the dimension we are
in. Just as the letter bet is closed at the sides but open in front, so one is not given any information
on what is above and what is below, what is before and what is behind. This is where the Bible
starts - the story of the creation of this world.
‘beyt’

represents a picture of ‘a floor plan’ or ‘a tent’ and pictures the meaning of ‘family of
the tent or house’ It represents family and the importance of those who are inside the tent as
opposed to the tent structure itself.
Therefore we are able to see very clearly from the first letter of the Word of God is the powerful
declaration by God with regards to His ‘floor plan’ or ‘design’ for a Dwelling Place for Himself.
The rest of the word ‘Berěshith’ comes from the word  רֵאשִׁיתrěshith – Strong’s H7225 which
means, ‘beginning, chief, first fruits, foremost’ and this comes from the primitive root word ראֹשׁ
rosh – Strong’s H7218 which means, ‘head, beginning, top, chief’.
Creation was to be a beginning of a house for His family.

17
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Creation as a Sacrifice of Love
It suggests immediately that God did separate the space within him for this creation. It is very
legitimate question. If God alone existed, where could he create? Creation out of nothing into
nothing? That will lead to the Hindu 4th century Sankaracharya’s theology of cosmos as simply a
dream in the mind of God and there is nothing real in it. Then creation is a virtual reality. God did
not really create anything.
That obviously is wrong. We are real and the world around us also real. We are “fearfully and
wonderfully made”. We know them with our senses.
If we take the Bible as true, sentient being - or at least some of them - are created with a freewill.
That is another contradiction. If God is “Omnipresent, Omniscient, Omnipotent and Omnibenevolent” he has to allow some space for his creation to evolve or grow into maturity with
freedom of will and action. The Omnipresent God fills the whole place, the Omnipotent God takes
authority and allows no freedom, Omniscient God will have to have everything predestined
allowing no freedom of choice. So God in his love for his creation, created a space within himself
by contracting or taking himself out, at the same time immanent within the space. This is what all
parents do to allow their children to grow. This is what is commonly termed as tzimtzum (Hebrew
 צמצוםṣimṣūm "contraction/ constriction/condensation") or contraction. Kabballah the Hebrew
mysticism alone proposes this remedy.
“Tzimtzum is a sort of stepping back to allow “space” for there to be an Other, an Else, as in
something or someone else. The Judaic notion of a world of Free Will (Talmud Berachot 33b) is
deeply rooted in this concept, in the understanding that in creating life, the Eyn-Sof, or the Endless
One, subdued the omnipotent, all-embracing Divine Presence for the sake of the realization of the
Divine Will that there be other beings (Etz Chaim 1:1:2.) Our world, then is the sacred space that
the Great Spirit gave as a gift to us, a space in which to be as human as divinely possible, and as
divine as humanly possible. A space to err, to fall, to believe, to doubt, to cry, to laugh. Our space,
created by the simple motion of stepping back, the humble act of honoring the separate reality of
an Other.” https://www.sefaria.org/sheets/32246
God could have children only in such a space. He could create machines with exact binding laws
of nature. Just as we would not be happy with robots God wanted to have children - Sons of God.
So He created a space for them. There always remains a chance - a good chance - that they will
fail and fall. But the Father was there to take the fall even to the point of his own death. That is
Love. God is Love.

The Tzimtsum was a sacrifice of the self of God
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“Prior to Creation, there was only the infinite Or Ein Sof filling all existence. When it arose in G-d's
Will to create worlds and emanate the emanated ... He contracted (in Hebrew "tzimtzum") Himself
in the point at the center, in the very center of His light. He restricted that light, distancing it to the
sides surrounding the central point, so that there remained a void, a hollow empty space, away
from the central point ... After this tzimtzum ... He drew down from the Or Ein Sof a single straight
line [of light] from His light surrounding [the void] from above to below [into the void], and it
chained down descending into that void. ... In the space of that void He emanated, created,
formed and made all the worlds.”— Etz Chaim, Arizal, Heichal A"K, anaf

From the contraction, God created a space. He then by his Word created all the dimensions of
existence and its beings. That is the story told in the Bible.
But evidently space cannot exist without the immanence of God. God is present without being
overpowering as the very space into which the vibrations of the Word with logos qualities creates
matter and life and all its logos. These immanence is seen as the nerve lines of God which
appears universally in cosmos as the strings.
In physics, string theory is a theoretical framework in which the point-like particles of particle
physics are replaced by one-dimensional objects called strings. It describes how these strings
propagate through space and interact with each other. On distance scales larger than the string
scale, a string looks just like an ordinary particle, with its mass, charge, and other properties
determined by the vibrational state of the string. It is the vibration that determines what the
physical state of that creation will be. In string theory, one of the many vibrational states of the
string corresponds to the graviton, a quantum mechanical particle that carries gravitational force.
Thus string theory is a theory of quantum gravity. As the dimensions increases, the complicated
forms within the creation will appear. Thus it is the Word - Sound of creation - that pervades all
creation and gives it form.

Open strings attached to a pair of D-branes
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A cross section of a quintic Calabi–Yau manifold
In algebraic geometry, these string field constitutes a complicated manifold of many dimensions.
Though super-string theory in eleven dimensions called M-theory are still in its formation, the trend
has been decisive in the string theory being the way out towards a unified theory of creation. I
am long outdated as most of these developments came after I have left the research field way
back in 1990.
“In essence, the String Theory describes, space and time, matter and energy, gravity and light,
indeed all of creation …as music” Roy H Williams.

The Word became flesh
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Beth is that through which  אAleph speaks.  בBeth in this sense is like the mouth of the unseeen
God. Since God is in essence a God without properties or beyond properties, the only way man
can receive and conceive God is through his Word. This Word is expressed as the breath (the
Aleph) emerges through  בBeth. In this sense the whole creation is the revelation of who God is.
The breath is creation, emerging through  בBeth. This is why Beth is the very first letter of the
entire Bible; the entire Torah or Tanak begins with  בBeth.
Rav Zutra bar Tobiah a Jewish Amora sage of Babylon, of the sixth generation of the Amora era, a
colleague of Amemar and Rav Ashi. who headed the Yeshiva of Pumbedita, said that the world
was created with ten things:
(1) wisdom,
(2) understanding,
(3) reason,
(4) strength,
(5) rebuke,
(6) might,
(7) righteousness,
(8) judgment,
21
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(9) loving-kindness, and
(10) compassion.
The Gemara cited the following verses to support Rav Zutra's proposition:
wisdom and understanding, "The Lord by wisdom founded the earth; and by understanding
established the heavens";Pro 3:19
reason, "By His reason the depths were broken up" Pro 3:20 ;
strength and might,
"Who by Your strength sets fast the mountains, Who is girded about with might"Psalm 65:7;
rebuke,
"The pillars of heaven were trembling, but they became astonished at His rebuke" Job 26:11;
righteousness and judgment,
"Righteousness and judgment are the foundation of Your throne"Ps 89:15;
and
loving-kindness and compassion,
"Remember, O Lord, Your compassions and Your mercies; for they have been from of old."Ps
25:6
John 1:1-3 In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word was with God,
and the Word was God.
He was with God in the beginning.
Through Him all things were made,
and without Him nothing was made that has been
made.…

Word as Logos
In John the word “Word” is the translation of Greek word
“Logos”. Logos is not just sound of words.
Logos (λόγος, from λέγω lego "I say") is a term in western
philosophy, psychology, rhetoric, and religion derived from
a Greek word meaning "ground", "plea", "opinion",
"expectation", "word", "speech", "account", "reason",
"proportion", "discourse", but it became a technical term in
philosophy beginning with Heraclitus (c. 535–475 BCE),
who used the term for a principle of order and knowledge.
Logos is the logic behind an argument.
Logos tries to persuade an audience using logical
arguments and supportive evidence. Logos is a persuasive
technique often used in writing and rhetoric.
The Stoic philosophers identified the term with the divine animating principle pervading the
Universe. Under Hellenistic Judaism, Philo (c. 20 BCE – 50 CE) adopted the term into Jewish
philosophy. The Gospel of John identifies the Logos, through which all things are made, as divine
(theos), and further identifies Jesus Christ as the incarnate Logos.
Hebrews 11:3,

Through faith we understand that the worlds were framed by the Word of God…

Ten times the words, “And God said” appears in Genesis chapter one. Each time God spoke
something was created, formed, or made. The worlds came into being, were beautifully
coordinated, and now exist by the command of God.
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Day 1. And God said, ‘Let there be light’ (verse 3).
Day 2. And God said, ‘Let there be an expanse between the waters to separate water from
water’ (verse 6).
Day 3. And God said, ‘Let the water under the sky be gathered to one place, and let dry ground
appear’ (verse 9). Then God said, ‘Let the land produce vegetation: seed bearing plants and
trees on the land that bear fruit with seed in it, according to their various kinds’ (verse 11).
Day 4. And God said, ‘Let there be lights in the expanse of the sky to separate the day from the
night, and let them serve as signs to mark seasons and days and years, and let them be lights in
the expanse of the sky to give light on the earth’ (verses 14–15).
Day 5. And God said, ‘Let the water teem with living creatures, and let birds fly above the earth
across the expanse of the sky’ (verse 20).
Day 6. And God said, ‘Let the land produce living creatures according to their kinds: livestock,
creatures that move along the ground, wild animals, each according to its kind’ (verse 24).
Then God said, ‘Let us make man in our image, in our likeness, and let them rule over the
creatures that move along the ground’ (verse 26).
There are three other times mentioned in Genesis chapter 1 when God spoke (verses 22, 28, and 29)
These ten are represented as sefiroth in Kaballah. Sefirot (סְפִירוֹת

səphîrôṯ), meaning emanations,
are the 10 attributes/emanations in Kabbalah, through which Ein Sof (The Infinite) reveals Himself
and continuously creates both the physical realm and the chain of higher metaphysical realms
(Seder hishtalshelus).
Isaiah 55:11MSG So will the words that come out of my mouth not come back empty-handed. They’ll do the
work I sent them to do, they’ll complete the assignment I gave them.
Psalms 33:6-9, By the Word of the Lord were the heavens made; and all the host of them by the breath of His
mouth…For He spake, and it was done; He commanded, and it stood fast.

In the book claimed to be written by Father Abraham which
appeared in the second century AD - the Book of Creation
(Sefer Yetzira) speaks about creation of conversion of logos
through the letters of Hebrew language.
"CHAPTER 1
1. In two and thirty most occult and wonderful paths of
wisdom did YAH the Lord of Hosts engrave his name: God of
the armies of Israel, ever-living God, merciful and gracious,
sublime, dwelling on high, who inhabiteth eternity. He created
this universe by the three Sepharim, Number, Writing, and
Speech.
2. Ten are the numbers, as are the Sephiroth, and twenty-two
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the letters, these are the Foundation of all things. Of these letters,
double, and twelve are simple.”

three are mothers, seven are

“By means of the twenty two letters, by giving them a form and shape, by mixing them and
combining them in different ways, God made the soul of all that which has been created and all of
that which will be. It is upon these same letters that the Holy One (blessed be he) has founded his
high and holy name.”
“He drew them, hewed them, combined them, weighed them, interchanged them, and through
them produced the whole creation and everything that is destined to come into being
Picture: Tent
Associations: Bed
Sound: b, bh (v)
Ancient Name: Beyt
Modern Name: Beyt
Modern Form: ב
Meaning: Family, House, In

Numerical value 2
The Hebrews lived in goat hair tents, which were divided into two halves, male and female
sections, and divided by a wall. The picture of this letter is a representation of the floorplan to the
tent. The tent was the place where the family laid their "bed".
It is the first letter of the Bible because, the Bible is all about creating a house for God Himself
to live in.
The letter beit, from the word “house,” refers to God’s house: “My house will be called a House of
Prayer for all peoples.” The Divine motivation for creation was God, desired a dwelling place in
lower reality. The fulfillment of this desire begins with the creation of man, a Divine soul enclothed
in a physical body, and proceeds with the multiplication of man, to “conquer” the whole world and
make it the kingdom of God. “They shall build me a Temple and I will dwell in them.” Not “in it,” ,
but “in them”. In the Kabbalistic terms, Kether, the Son of God started building the house (bet) for
his residence. Eventually he will bring His bride Home. His bride is the Church which is growing
up on earth.
It is from the letter  בBeth that the entire Bible emerges as an expression of that  אAleph, the
breath of God. Beth is an open mouth through which Aleph God who is the eternal silence speaks.
This is why we call the Bible "The Word of God."
In Kabbalistic literature, Bet represents otherness, duality, paradox, creation, a dwelling place in
lower reality. Since the three Vavs dose off view above, below and behind the Bet, we are left with
mystery about the nature of plurality coming from oneness.
The three Vavs add up to 18, the same value for ‘chai’, or life. The house of creation is then the
life of the universe. Bet also has a preﬁxive function meaning "in," suggesting God's intention of
abiding within the realm of creation.
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“He let the letter Bet predominate in Life, crowned it, combined one with the other and formed by them:
Mercury in the world, the Fourth day in the year, and the right eye in man, male and female {Contrary to the
G D interpretation used here, the more reliable texts say: Moon, First Day and right eye}”.
- Bill Heidrick, The Sepher Yetzirah; the Book of Creation

∴ ∴

“He made the letter Bet king over Wisdom and He bound a crown to it and He combined one with
another and with them He formed the Moon in the Universe, Sunday in the Year, the right eye in the
Soul, male and female.”
- Sepher ha Yetzirah, 4:8 (Kaplan)

Universe is a "House"
In the Upper Room Discourse, His last intimate teaching time with his disciples before the Cross,
Jesus said, "In my Father's house (the universe), are many rooms ("nests"); if it were not so would
I have told you that I go to prepare a place for you? And when I go and prepare a place for you, I
will come again and will take you to myself, that where I am there you may be also."
(John 14:2, 3)

In Isaiah 66:1 the Lord declares,
"Heaven is my throne and the earth is my footstool; what is the house which you would build for
me, and what is the place of my rest?"
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The Ancient picture for this letter is , the head of a man. This letter has the meanings of "head"
and "man" as well as "chief," "top," "beginning" and "first," each of which are the "head" of
something.
The Modern Hebrew name for this letter is resh, a Hebrew word meaning "head." Hebrew,
Aramaic and Greek agree that the sound for this letter is an "r."
The early pictograph evolved into in the Middle Semitic script and became in the Late
Semitic Script. From the Late Semitic script is derived the Modern Hebrew letter.

Man of the House = Son
The first two letters then would read “bar” which in Hebrew means ‘son of”
Son of who? That is implied in the fourth letter of the first word

 =ברBar

is interpreted as the man of the house which in Hebrew interpretation is the son

.
=

= Ab Father is the master of the house or head of the house.

The only definition of God in the Bible is “God is Love”
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The only reason for the Ein Sof Aur the all pervading omnipotent God to transform into Father,
Mother and generate the Son was because of this character. The Triune God means God is love
and they work together one God. The creation was the expression of this love by the One Triune
Family.
We consider the Trinity as One God because they are of one essence with the God. The creation
being the emanation of God - the Word of God in particular without any part in the essence. It is
like the difference between the Sun and the Sun’s rays. This concept of emanation is not
particularly taught in the Protestant Churches of the West.
In Eastern Orthodox theology God's essence is called ousia, "all that subsists by itself and which
has not its being in another", and is distinct from his energies (energeia in Greek, actus in Latin) or
activities as actualized in the world. The ousia of God is God as God is. The essence, being,
nature and substance of God as taught in Eastern Christianity is uncreated, and cannot be
comprehended in words. According to Lossky, God's ousia is "that which finds no existence or
subsistence in another or any other thing".God's ousia has no necessity or subsistence that needs
or is dependent on anything other than itself. It is the energies of God that enable us to
experience something of the Divine, at first through sensory perception and then later intuitively or
noetically. As St John Damascene states, "all that we say positively of God manifests not his
nature but the things about his nature." It is the energies that created through its vibrations.
Creation is not part of the divine because of that. This is indeed what the Kabballah also teaches.
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The original pictograph for this letter is a picture of an ox head ( ) representing strength and
power from the work performed by the animal. This pictograph also represents a chief or other
leader. When two oxen are yoked together for pulling a wagon or plow, one is the older and more
experienced one who leads the other. Within the clan, tribe or family the chief or father is seen as
the elder who is yoked to the others as the leader and teacher.
The Modern name for this letter is aleph and corresponds to the Greek name alpha and the Arabic
name aleph. The various meanings of this root are oxen, yoke and learn. Each of these meanings
is related to the meanings of the pictograph
. The root ( )אלףis an adopted root from the
parent root ( אלel), written as
in the original script, meaning, strength, power and chief and
is the probable original name of the pictograph
.
The is a shepherd staff and represents authority as well as a yoke. When combined these two
pictographs mean "strong authority." The chief or father is the "strong authority." The
can
also be understood as the "ox in the yoke." Many Near Eastern cultures worshiped the god El
(
) and was depicted as a bull in carvings and statues. Israel chose the form of a calf (young
bull) as an image of God at Mount Sinai showing their association between the word
and the
ox or bull and is also commonly used in the Hebrew Bible for "God" or "god."
The concept of the ox and the shepherd staff in the word
has been carried over into modern
times as the scepter (as a staff) and crown (as horns) of a monarch, the leader of a nation. These
modern items are representative of the shepherd staff, an ancient sign of authority, and the horns
of the ox, an ancient sign of strength.
In Modern Hebrew this letter is silent but was originally used as the vowels "a" and "e." The Greek
letter alpha, derived from the aleph, is also used for the "a" sound.
The Early Semitic pictograph
was simplified to and in the Middle Hebrew script and
continued to evolve into the in the Late Hebrew script. The Modern Hebrew letter  אdeveloped
out of the Late Semitic. The Middle Semitic was adopted by the Greeks to be the letter "A" (alpha)
and carried over into the Roman "A." The Middle Semitic became the number "1" that we use
today.
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The gematria of alef is 1.Aleph, in Jewish mysticism, represents the oneness of God.
So taking bar alef would indicate “son of God.”

ברא
Thus the genesis starts with the “Son of God””. We will see this theme repeated over and over
again.. Alef represents God..
Alef here is represented by a separating line with a yod above and a yod below. As the figure

above indicates it represents the hidden aspect of YHVH in the divine realm which man cannot
see while the lover yod indicates the revealed aspect of YHVH with a real body who walked with
man - the incarnate Jesus. The Vav- the diagonal line indicates two as they are united. While the
essence of God is remain beyond understanding, what is revealed is for us and for our children.

Notice the gematria of Alef equals the gematria of YHVH the name of God as revealed to Moses.
bara ("([he] created/creating") The second word is the Hebrew verb bara () ברא. It is in the
masculine form, so that "he" is implied. (English verbs do not distinguish between he, she, and it.)
A peculiarity of this verb is that it is always used with God as its subject, meaning that only God
can "bara"; it is the characteristic verb for God's creative activity in Genesis 1.
"Bara" is also used in Genesis 2 verses 3 and 4.
John Walton claims that the meaning of "bara" is not "create" in the modern sense, but to
differentiate/separate and to allocate roles – e.g., in the creation of Adam and Eve, God allocates
gender roles to "male and female".
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The Ancient picture for this letter is
, a picture of the two front teeth. This letter has the
meanings of "teeth," "sharp" and "press" (from the function of the teeth when chewing). It also has
the meaning of "two," "again" and "both." The Modern Hebrew name for this letter is shin, a
Hebrew word meaning tooth. Tooth is usually interpreted as destruction or consumation.
But there is another meaning for Shin which is fire.
Gematria number is 300

The three blazing fongues form the fire.

The

Deut 4:24"For the LORD your God is a consuming fire, a jealous God.
Heb.12: 29For our God is a consuming fire.
Again fire consumes just as the teeth. But there seems to be a difference.
Shin is also used as a sign of protection.
Moses meets God in the burning bush. But the bush was not burned.
but a purifying fire, because God is Love.

It is not a destructive fire

God is called El Shaddai = God Almighty and he is capable of destroying enemies and can protect
his children who take refuge in him. Thus while Shin is depicted as a fire, it also represents
protection.
This is best shown in the Mezuzah which are boxes containing scrolls of Torah portions.
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Mezusah is placed on every front door of every Jewish home with Sh as a flaming fire on the
outside clearly shown.. In the above Mezusah you can see the full shaddai written out. (See my
book “The Mysteries of the Mezusah” for details) On the right side is a pendant on the necklace
with shadai. This is placed as a protection against all evil and contains Torah inscriptions inside.
The “power of protection” came to be associated with the name El Shadai, providing protection
against demonic spirits, the “evil eye,” imprisonment, the sword, etc., and they often start with: “In
the name of Shadai, who created heaven and earth.....”
There were even hand positions developed in ancient times to reflect this name, e.g. the
arrangement of the fingers in the shape used during priestly blessings as shown below:

The shape of each hand is meant to indicate the letter

(Shin), the initial of the Name

(Shadai), thus invoking the power and protection of the Almighty. Thus Shin implies
blessings and protection through El Shadai.
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Teflins also carry the sign of Shin
Tefillin are two small black boxes with black straps attached to them; Jewish men are required to
place one box on their head and tie the other one on their arm each weekday morning as part of
their prayer shedule. Tefillin are biblical in origin. The word Tefillin is commonly translated as
"phylacteries,"
Deuteronomy 6:8-9: "You shall bind them as a sign on your hand and they shall be as frontals on
your forehead. 9"You shall write them on the door posts of your house and on your gates.…

“The letter shin has five definitions.
The first is shein, which means “tooth,” or “teeth.” The general use of one’s teeth (shein) is to
chew food. The teeth break up and grind food. This action represents an individual who
carefully “chews over,” or is careful with his actions. Additionally, the teeth represent strength.
Many times, if we don’t have the strength to break something with our hands, we use our teeth.
The second is lo shanisi, meaning “stead-fastness in one’s faith.”
The third is shinoy, which is “to change for the good.”
The fourth is shuvah, which means “to return.”
The fifth is shanah, or “year.”
http://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/137093/jewish/Shin-The-Matriarchs.htm
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The Early Semitic pictograph of this letter is
, an arm and hand. The meaning of this letter is
work, make and throw and other functions of the hand.
In the Jewish mystical tradition, yod represents a mere dot, a divine point of energy. Since yod is
used to form all the other letters, and since God uses the letters as the building blocks of creation,
yod indicates God's omnipresence.
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The original pictograph for this letter is , a man standing with his arms raised up. The Modern
Hebrew, and original name for this letter, is hey, a Hebrew word meaning "behold," as when
looking at a great sight. This word can also mean "breath" or "sigh," as one does when looking at
a great sight. The meaning of the letter is behold, look, breath, sigh, reveal and revelation from
the idea of revealing a great sight by pointing it out.
This letter is a consonant, with an "h" sound, but also used as a vowel with the "eh" sound. When
the Greeks adopted this letter it became the epsilon (E-psilon meaning "simple E") with an "eh"
sound.
This letter is commonly used as a prefix to words to mean "the" as in ha'arets meaning "the land."
The use of this prefix is to reveal something of importance within the sentence.
The Early Semitic

evolved into the Middle Semitic

by rotating the letter 90 degrees to the left.

This letter then evolved into
in the late Semitic script that developed into the Modern Hebrew
The Middle Semitic was adopted by the Greeks and the Romans to become the E (reversed
from its Semitic origin due to the direction of writing). This Middle Semitic letter also became the
number 5.
Pictographic symbols of the word  רֵאשִׁיתrěshith we see the following:

Reshith
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-

-

-

-

-

-

ְ The ancient Hebrew pictographic letter for the letter – ‘beyt’ is:
בּ
which represents a
picture of ‘a floor plan’ or ‘a tent’ and pictures the meaning of ‘family of the tent or house’! It
represents family and the importance of those who are inside the tent as opposed to the tent
structure itself.
ֵ – רthis is the letter ‘resh’- which in the ancient script is pictured as - which is the
head of a man and carries the meaning of ‘top, beginning, first’ as in being the top of the
body or the head of a tribe and the one who rules; and also speaks of possession or
inheritance that is decided by the chief.
 – אthis is first letter of the Hebrew alphabet and is called ‘aleph’ and in the ancient script is
- which is ‘the head of an ox’ and represents ‘strength’, meaning ‘muscle’
pictured as as the ox is the strongest of the livestock animals. This also carries the meaning of ‘yoke’ as
an ox is placed in a yoke in order to plough or pull a heavy load in the right direction. This can
also picture for us the ‘red heifer’ sacrifice that  יהושעMessiah fulfilled!
ִ – שׁthis is the letter ‘shin’ which in the ancient script is pictured as - which is the
picture of ‘two front teeth’ and carries the meaning of ‘sharp or press’ which is what the teeth
do and also speaks of the sharpened word that comes forth from the mouth as the teeth
‘chew’ or ‘meditate on the Truth’, making what comes forth pure and sharp! It is like the
purifying fire.
 – יthis is the letter ‘yad or yod’ which in the ancient script is pictured as - which is the
picture of ‘an arm and hand’ and carries the meaning of ‘work, make, throw’ from the primary
functions of the arm and hand and also represents worship or giving thanks in the extending of
hands as a gesture of this.
 – תthis is the letter ‘taw or tav’ which in the ancient script is pictured as –
– which is
the picture of ‘two crossed sticks’, and can represent for us ‘seal, covenant, mark or sign’;
as this once again points to the complete work of Messiah in the renewal of the Covenant in
His Blood that brings the two Houses of Yisra’ĕl and Yehuḏah together in Him, as One, for He
is not only the ‘aleph’, but is also the ‘taw’ – the beginning and the end of all creation!

http://atfotc.com/index.php/torah-portions/bereshith-genesis/36-bereshith-genesis-1-1-6-8bereshith-in-the-beginning

Each letter here in itself pictures for us and points to Jesus  יהושעand we can certainly understand
how He was in the beginning and He has worked out His perfect salvation plan for His creation
even before the creation.
The first word in the Bible translated as In the beginning -Berashit - will read as follows

At the cross + by hand + destroyed + God + Son of + Dwelling Place
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This could be interpreted as
God created a dwelling place for man by His own hand by sacrificing himself on the cross.
Jesus the lamb, that was slain before the creation of the world. (Rev. 13:8)
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If we take
as “Son”, then
this will read “Son of God”. Then the word
for “in the beginning would mean, “Son of God was crucified by hand” evidently pointing to great
sacrifice before even the new age of new creation has started.

If we take the word resh from the middle of the bereshith, we get Beith joining the first and the last
two letters making it stand for ‘Head of the House” Since the head of the household of the
creation is Jesus, this house ‘the heavens and the earth’ were built for Jesus. It is here on the
earth from among the children of Adam Jesus finds his bride - the Church - with whom he lives in
this house he built and take it to a higher plane of existence. Remember Adamic race was created
in the image of the Elohim- Gods so that the Son can find his bride there. In just as the Father
and the Holy Spirit are One, the Son and the Church will be One. All the four together will be one
united family. Jesus said “I am in the Father and Father is in me” This is the mystery of creation.

This word was God, the Elohim. Who created.
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Kenosis
This is probably referring to the tzimtzum where God gave up his Omnipotence, Omniscience and
Omnipresence to give space for beings - his children to grow up in his likeness.
or
Alternately,
The Son of God took the fire of judgment by his own hands on the cross for his creation even
before they were born.
This theology is often referred to as

This evidently (in both interpretations) points to the kenotic aspect of creation. God has to
empty himself (destroy or die himself) to provide a home. That was creation “in the beginning.”
Later He himself left aside his glories and took the form of man to be at home with his family which
he created and finally died on the cross to redeem them from the fire and destruction. This ethics
is the ethic of sacrifice - the Kenosis.
God’s nature is self-emptying love and it is reflected right from the “beginning” bereshit of creation.

Christ Jesus: Php 2:6 - 7 who, existing in the form of God, counted not the being on an equality
with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied himself, taking the form of a
servant, being made in the likeness of men; and being found in fashion as a man, he humbled
himself, becoming obedient even unto death, yea, the death of the cross
.
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KENOSIS IS THE BINDING FORCE OF CREATION
Kenosis is actually an on going process not only with God but also with the whole creation. We
have seen how Kenosis Love of God alone could create a world of parallel spirit which could
create and process. The whole creation was supposed to be filled with the Kenotic love. A love
which will sacrifice itself for the well being of the total person of the bigger whole. This love has
been named as Agape.
1 John 4:8, ὁ θεὸς ἀγάπη ἐστίν, "God is Love" defines God in terms of Agape.
John 3:16 which is considered as the Gospel in a nutshell uses the Agape as the ground of
incarnation.
John 3:16 For God so loved (agape) the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever
believes in him shall not perish but have eternal life.
Agape represents divine, unconditional, self-sacrificing, active, volitional, and thoughtful love.
When Jesus defined the Law and the Prophets in terms of the two commandments he in fact used
it in terms of Agape.
Matthew 22:37-40 Jesus said, "'Love (agape) the Lord your God with all your heart and with all
your soul and with all your mind.' This is the first and greatest commandment. And the second is
like it: 'Love (agape) your neighbor as yourself.' All the Law and the Prophets hang on these two
commandments."
In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus said:
Matthew 5:43-46 “You have heard that it was said, 'Love (agape) your neighbor and hate your
enemy.' But I tell you: Love (agape) your enemies and pray for those who persecute you, that you
may be sons of your Father in heaven. He causes his sun to rise on the evil and the good, and
sends rain on the righteous and the unrighteous. If you love those who love you, what reward will
you get?“
Evidently the basis of the Kingdom of God is Agape which involves Kenosis. The whole universe is
sustained with Kenosis of each member of this organism called cosmos. So Paul describes this in
in hymn on Love in ! Corinthians 13
1Co 13:4-7 Love is patient and kind; love is not jealous or boastful; it is not arrogant or rude. Love
does not insist on its own way; it is not irritable or resentful; it does not rejoice at wrong, but
rejoices in the right. Love bears all things, believes all things, hopes all things, and endures all
things.
There appears to be a comparison between the image of God in every human being as created
individually as well as communally at three levels;
Man is Body, Mind and Spirit corresponding in order to Trinity
Spirit (Spirit)

Son (Body), Father (Mind), Holy

As a Family evidently the Father , Mother, Son corresponds to Father, Holy Spirit and Son.
Hence it is not strange to consider Son as the major creator of the world and the Tau Cross as the
ultimate symbol of the beginning which actually means the last. The Son of God - Yehoshua Jesus is the beginning and the end of creation.
He is the one holds all thingss together and maintains life. Somehow somewhere the cross is the
heart of this all. World is sustained by the sacrifices and the sacrifices is what keeps the creation.
Fathers and mothers sacrifices for their children. Brothers and sisters sacrifice for their siblings.
Without this everything will be destroyed.
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Laminin
In the recent years a new discovery of a binding agent within human body in the form
of a cross has come into prominence. Whatever is the value of this discovery it is an
example of how the on going sacrifice of Jesus since the creation of cosmos
continues. It is an interesting illustration and so it may be relevant to state here.
“The ‘glue’ that holds us together … ALL of us … is in the shape of the cross" Louie
Giglio
Colossians 1:15-17 “He is the image of the
invisible God, the firstborn over all creation. For
by him all things were created; things in heaven
and on earth , visible and invisible, whether
thrones or powers or rulers or authorities; all
things were created by him and for him. He is
before all things, and in him all things HOLD
TOGETHER.”
It is certainly a natural illustration of the function
of Jesus Christ in creation.
“LAMININS ARE KEY PROTEINS IN THE
BASEMENT MEMBRANE

Basement membranes (BM) are sheet-like
extracellular matrix structures that is the
foundation for cells to grow on. The BM
composition is highly cell-surface selective and
laminins are the key proteins, surrounding virtually all cells. Laminins are important for
embryogenesis and in the adult body, the expression is tissue-specific.

There are many binding sites on the full-length laminin molecule which can interact with cell
membrane receptors.
Integrins are important laminin receptors and the laminin-integrin interaction triggers vital
intracellular signaling pathways. Via binding to specific cellular receptors, laminins regulate cellular
responses, such as cell anchorage, survival, proliferation, migration, organization and
specialization, leading to improved cell functionality. Without the right combination of laminin
isoforms cells and tissues becomes dysfunctional. Laminins are also capable of co-signaling with
growth factors and efficiently buffers endogenously produced growth factors, which adds to the
mechanistic complexity.” http://www.biolamina.com/biolamina-laminin-biology
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This is later made clear when the New Testament speaks about the Church as the body of Christ
which will be ultimately redeemed and joined with Him in all his glory.
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This self sacrifice is indicated in the very name of YHVH and also in Yehoshua - Jesus- in Hebrew
When Moses met the God of Israel in the burning bush, God said:
God also said to Moses, "Say to the Israelites: Yahweh, the God of your fathers, the God of
Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob, has sent me to you. This is My name forever;
this is how I am to be remembered in every generation. (Exodus 3:15 )
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http://www.elshaddaiministries.us/handouts/Barasheit-the-first-word.pdf
gives the following interesting reading derivations from the word bereshit.

Pastor Mark Biltz
Barasheit= the first word in the Hebrew Torah [Old Testament] means "In the beginning…”
Hebrew is read right to left. The first letter, "bet", is always written larger in all the Hebrew scrolls
so that you will look to what is to follow. Within these 6 Hebrew letters the story of salvation
unfolds.
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CHAPTER THREE
BARA - CREATED
The second word in the Bible is Bara which we have come across within the first word

Bara is Bar + A

That is exactly what John started with:
John 1:1-3 In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word was with God,
and the Word was God.
He was with God in the beginning.
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Through him all things were made;
without him nothing was made that has been made.

The Greek word gives lot more information as the New Testament was indeed written in Greek.
The corresponding word in Greek is:

We had already discussed it earlier.
Thus logos implies all the planning, logic, encoding and expression in
actualizing the creation.
This is what a builder does and that is exactly what Logos, the Son of
God did in the creation.
Col 1: 15-17 The Son is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all creation.
For in Him all things were created, things in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether
thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities.
All things were created through Him and for Him.
He is before all things, and in Him all things hold together.

In Him all things were created !! Not “by Him”?
The whole creation is inside Jesus.
Elsewhere it says:Acts 17:28‘For in Him we live and move and have our being.’
Indicating the kenosis of himself for creation through Tzimtzum.
Cosmos is simply the body of Jesus. He died for himself for the creation, maintanance and
redemption.
John 1: 2-3 He was with God in the beginning. Through Him all things were made, and without
Him nothing was made that has been made.
His name is

See with your eye - the suffering - nail - behold - hand

Yehoshua literally translates as:
Behold the nail on my hand and visualize what I have sacrificed for you.
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Since man was created in the image of YHVH we can see that these four Hebrew letters form the
shape of man

Then Yah-shua will be represented by the figure in the right side with the letter sh as the heart. It
can be thought of as a symbol of Jesus who was the lamb slain before the creation of the world.
It means Yah-shua = Yah saves connecting Jesus as one in substance with the father as the only
begotten Son of God with the same essence as YAH the Father who sacrificed himself to save his
family. That is what love does.
Cosmos is his body. We are his family.
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CHAPTER FOUR
ELOHIM

Picture: Ox
Associations: All, elk, elephant
Sound: a (ah), e (eh)
Ancient Name: al or el
Modern Name: aleph
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Modern Form: א
Meaning: strong, power, leader
Numerical value

1

This is a picture of the head of an ox, the strongest and most versatile animals
among the Hebrews livestock. The ox was used to pull carts or a plow, it
provided meat and leather and it was one of the animals used in sacrifices.
This animal was the "all" powerful and "all" versatile animal of the Hebrews.
This letter has an "a" sound, but also an "e" sound as in elk and elephant, both of which are also
powerful animals. The name of this letter is "aleph," which may be the origin of "elephant."
Aleph (or alef or alif) is the first letter of the Semitic alphabets The Phoenician letter is derived
from an Egyptian hieroglyph depicting an ox's head and gave rise to the Greek Alpha (Α), being
re-interpreted to express not the glottal consonant but the accompanying vowel, and hence the
Latin A and Cyrillic А.
Aleph is the subject of a midrash that praises its humility in not demanding to start the Bible. (In
Hebrew, the Bible begins with the second letter of the alphabet, Bet.) In this folktale, Aleph is
rewarded by being allowed to start the Ten Commandments. (In Hebrew, the first word is  אָנֹכִי,
which starts with an aleph.)
In the Sefer Yetzirah, the letter aleph is king over breath, formed air in the universe, temperate in
the year, and the chest in the soul.
Aleph is also the first letter of the Hebrew word emet () אֶמֶת, which means truth. In Jewish
mythology, it was the letter aleph that was carved into the head of the golem that ultimately gave it
life.
Aleph also begins the three words that make up
God's mystical name in Exodus,

I Am who I Am (in Hebrew, Ehyeh
Asher Ehyeh )אהיה אשר אהיה,

Aleph, in Jewish mysticism, represents the
oneness of God.
The letter can be seen as being composed of
an upper yud (Yodh),
a lower yud,
and a vav (Waw (letter)) leaning on a diagonal.
The upper yud represents the hidden and ineffable aspects of God while the lower yud represents
God's revelation and presence in the world. The vav ("hook") connects the two realms.
Alef has three different meanings.
One is אלוף, aluf, which means a master or a chief. This lets the world know that there is a
Creator; that God is the Master of the universe, and that there is an Eye that sees, and an Ear
that hears. The uni-verse did not simply emerge by itself; there is an omnipotent Force that
actually forged the firmaments ex nihilo, from nothing to something. Thus God is the Aluf, the
Master of the universe.
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The second is אולפנה, ulfana,a school of learning or teacher. Ulfana means “school” or
“teacher.” The Torah, with its 613 mitzvos or laws, teaches us what we should do, and what
we shouldn’t do. Through the Divine wisdom of His book, God establishes Himself in the world
on the level of the ultimate Teacher. Law is our rule to live by.Aluf’s definition is “master.”
The third meaning is reached by reading the letters of the word back-wards—פלא, pela
(pronounced peleh)—wondrous. The scripture not only has a simple direct meaning, but it also
has deeper meaning for those who seek - the “teachings of Mashiach,”
He made the letter Alef king over Breath and He bound a crown to it and He combined them one
with another and with them He formed Air in the Universe, the temperate in the Year, and the
chest in the Soul, the male with  אםשand the female with אמש
- Sepher ha Yetzirah, 3:7 (Kaplan)
According to a Hebrew Midrash (  = מדרשfable) the position of Aleph in the alphabet is determined
by God himself:
“All of the letters come before the Lord giving reasons why they should be the first letter – all, that
is, except for the letter Aleph! When the Lord asked why, Aleph explained that since he was a
silent letter, he had nothing to say. But the Lord honored Aleph’s humility and declared him to be
the first of all the letters and to be honored as the first letter of the first word of the Ten
Commandments.” (I am Yahweh your God = )אנכי יהוה אלהיך
. http://alidaghighi.org/blog/the-symbolic-value-of-aleph/
Most of the words in Hebrew language and Bible that are related to God begin with Aleph (e.g. ,אל
 אדיר, אדון עולם,  אדוני, אלוה, ) אלהיםInterestingly enough, even in those cases in Tanakh which God
is referred by a metaphoric word like “Fire” ()אש, “Light” ( )אורand “Love” ()אהבה, Aleph is the first
letter of that word!
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Plurality in Elohim
http://www.hebrew-streams.org/works/hebrew/context-elohim.html
For detailed study go to this site.

"Elohim" is found 2602 times in the Hebrew Bible (Tanakh, Old Testament). (It is not used in the
Greek New Testament.)
The word is used for: the true God, false gods, supernatural spirits (angels), and even human
leaders (kings, judges, the messiah). Elohim is a generic term for the powerful ones whether
God, gods, angels, Kings, Judges etc.
The "–im" ending denotes a plural masculine noun. Most of the time, however, when the noun
is used for the true God it has singular masculine verbs. The plurality is meant to be a royal
qualification as they represent many people. Kings and rulers uses it even today. This is
actually contrary to rules of Hebrew grammar.
When used of the true God, "Elohim" denotes what is called by linguists a plural of majesty,
honor, or fullness. That is, he is GOD in the fullest sense of the word. He is "GOD of gods" or
literally, "ELOHIM of elohim" (Deut 10:17; Ps 136:2)..................
In the Hebrew Bible there are four words translated "God": El, Elah, Elo'ah, Elohim.
Elohim (God). The plural form of EL, meaning “strong one.”,creative work of all, sovereign over
all
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denoting multiplied power, Almighty.
often read instead of YHWH
Eloah, of Elohim’s root is a feminine noun, meaning goddess
The oldest Semitic word meaning "God" is El. Linguists believe its base meaning is strength or
power. "El" is the Strong One, or the Deity (God). It occurs 238 times in the Bible, and is first used
in Genesis 14:18 in the phrase "God Most High" [El Elyon].
The Canaanites called their chief deity El, the Mighty Bull. After the Israelites entered Canaan,
they adopted this generic word "El" for their God, though "Elohim" took precedence. In some
Canaanite myths, one of El's sons was Ba'al,
Since El only means generic God in the Bible El is often combined in proper names: Isra-El;
Shmu-El (Samuel); El-ijah; Immanu-El; Jo-El; Dani-El; Beth-El. It's also found in compounds: El
Shaddai, El Elyon, El Roi, El Olam where God is presented with his attributes..
Elah is the Aramaic word for "God" used in the Aramaic portions of Daniel and Ezra. Its plural form
is Elahin is used in Dan 5:23.
The word Elo'ah is used some 57 times, mostly in the book of Job.

Who Are Elohim in the Bible?
• the true God—Gen 1:1; Isa 2:3; Ps 50:1
• false or foreign gods and goddesses—Exod 20:3; 32:1
• angels (supernatural spirits)—Ps 8:6; 97:7; 138:1
• Samuel's afterlife "shade" or hologram—1 Sam 28:13
• Moses (as God's agent rep)—Exod 4:16; 7:1
• the shoftim (judges-governors)—Exod 21:6; 22:7, 8, 27
• the Messianic king—Ps 45:7
If the plural form Elohim was the only form available for a reference to God, then conceivably the
argument might be made that the writers of the Hebrew Scriptures had no other alternative but to
use the word Elohim for both the one true God and the many false gods.
However, the singular form for Elohim as Eloah exists and is used in such passages as
Deuteronomy 32:15-17 and Habakkuk 3:3. This singular form could have easily been used
consistently. Yet it is only used 250 times, while the plural form is used 2,500 times. The far
greater use of the plural form again turns the argument in favor of plurality in the Godhead
There are places where the Elohim is used followed by a plural verb:
Genesis 20:13: “And it came to pass, when God (Elohim) caused me to wander
[literally: They caused me to wander] from my father’s house…Genesis 35:7:
“…because there God (Elohim) appeared unto him…” [Literally: They appeared unto
him.]
2 Samuel 7:23: “…God (Elohim) went…” [Literally: They went.]
Psalm 58:12: “Surely He is God (Elohim) who judges…[Literally: They judge.]
In the creation of Man, when God speaks of himself, he clearly uses the plural pronoun:
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Genesis 1:26: Then God (Elohim) said,”Let Us make man in Our image, according
to Our likeness.…”
Here God is not talking to the angels since man was created in the image of God and not of
angels. The same situation exists in the following verses as well:
Genesis 3:22: Then the LORD God (YHVH Elohim) said, “Behold, the man has
become like one of Us…
”Genesis 11:7: “Come, let Us go down, and there confuse their language…”
Isaiah 6:8: Also I heard the voice of the Lord, saying, “Whom shall I send, and who
will go for Us?”
Even in the Shema Israel where the it is assumed to be a declartion of monotheism
of Israelic faith repeated every day “Shema Israel, YHVH Elohenu, YHVH echad”
which is translated usually as: Hear oh Israel,YHVH your God YHVH is one God.
The verb echad there is the word for unity of oneness as opposed to numerical
oneness. There is a verb yachid which signifies numerical one ness and that is not
used here This upsets the whole meaning of monotheistic assertion. The God of
Israel is a unity of Gods.
Sh'ma Yisra'el, YHWH 'eloheinu, YHWH echad

It is here the Christians assert the Tri-une (Three in One) God
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Creation is a continuous process
Bereshit bara Elohim: In the Beginning of What?
Reb Jeff.
http://www.rebjeff.com/blog/bereshit-in-the-beginning-of-what
.......One thousand years ago, the great commentator, Rabbi Shlomo Yitzchaki (1040 - 1105 AD)
(known as Rashi), observed that the word b'reishit cannot be explained grammatically in this verse.
The vowel called "sh'va" is under the letter bet in the word b'reishit, which means that the word
must be in the "construct state" (s'michut). This is the form of a noun that is the first part of a nounnoun pair. (We have noun-noun pairs in English, too, in words and phrases like "doorknob,"
"dining room" and "house-builder." However, in Hebrew, unlike English, there are complicated
grammatical rules for creating such pairs.) Because the word b'reishit is in the construct state, it
should be translated as "In the beginning of." If the text had wanted to say "In the beginning, God
created," there would have been a simple way of saying that by changing the sh'va to a kamatz —
"bareishit" instead of "b'reishit."
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Rashi points out that in every other place in the Hebrew Bible that contains the word b'reishit
(there are four more of them) the word clearly has this meaning. For example, in Jeremiah 26:1 we
read, "B'reishit mamlechut Yehoyakim," "In the beginning of the kingdom of Jehoiakim." The form
of the word b'reishit can only mean "in the beginning of...," and the word that follows it should be a
noun that answers the question, "in the beginning of what?"
The problem—from a grammatical point of view—is that the word following b'reishit in Genesis 1:1
is not a noun. The next word is bara, a verb that means, "He created." A word-by-word translation
of the whole phrase, b'reishit bara Elohim, would have to be something like: "In the beginning of
God created." Obviously, that is not going to work as a translation into English because it doesn't
make any sense in English.
How do we understand, then, the first three words of the Hebrew Bible? Why does the Bible begin
with a phrase that is such an untranslatable, ungrammatical mess? Obviously, it is not just a
"mistake." The unusual grammar of the first word of the Bible must have some intentional
significance.
When did God create the world? It was in the beginning of God created the world. The tautology
makes no grammatical sense or temporal sense, but it makes great spiritual sense. The world was
created, but it never stopped being created. The world has a beginning, but it is a beginning that
has never ceased.
The Torah begins by telling us that it does not exist in time the way other stories do. It exists in a
suspended moment that cannot be pinpointed on a time line. The difference between two little dots,
or a little "T" shape, under that great big bet is the difference between a Torah that tells a
conventional story and a Torah that tells a story that exists outside of time and within all time.
"B'reishit bara Elohim." In the beginning of the beginning that is always beginning, God
created the creation that still continues.

The basic universal Principle which existed in the beginning created
the gods.
Apparently it can be translated as something called “In the beginning” created “Elohim.” where
Elohim (God) is first created
Ptolemy II Philadelphus (Greek: Πτολεμαῖος Φιλάδελφος, Ptolemaîos Philádelphos, 309–246 BCE)
who was the king of Ptolemaic Egypt from 283 to 246 BCE wanted to get the Old Testament in
Hebrew translated into Greek which was the Lingua Fanca of the Ptolemaic Egypt. He expected
this verse to be translated as “In the beginning created He Elohim”.
THE BEGINNING CREATED GOD, THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH
Ptolemy kept all his 72 Hebrew scholars in separate houses and asked them to translate the
Hebrew Bible in to Greek to see their interpretation.
They all translated it identically as:
“1:1 In the beginning God made the heaven and the earth.”
Instead of writing “—בראשיתBereishis, [(In) the beginning,] created G- d...,”
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they all wrote identically as::
“—אלקיםElohim (God) created, (in) the beginning,”
thus beginning the Torah with the letter —אalef instead of the letter —בbeis
If we interpret creation as transformation from unknowable to knowable person as Trinity we could
interpret in terms of Jewish Kabballah itself.
This is explained actually in the Kabballah as the appearance of the Saguna Brahman (Knowable
God with attributes in plurality or Trinity) from the Nirguna Brahman (Unknowable God without
attributes and personality). Thus this tells us of the appearance of a God with Personality as Male
(Father) and Female (Ruach) with the Kether (Son) generated from them. Son was the first
generated only begotten Son of the Father and Mother. Then they together began to make a
house for the Son which is the creation.
“In the beginning

created He Elohim”.

the beginning
Son
First Born of
All Creation

Elohim
The Trinity

Elohim in this explanation consists of the Trinity.
The Christian interpretation would like to place the Father Abba as first appearance from whom
proceded the Mother Ruah who is the Holy Spirit. (This is very similar to the seperation of Eve the
mother of all mankind from Adam the first formed Man.) Together the Father and the Imma begot
the Son. This three formed the Elohim Trinity. They are one in essence with the Eis-Sof whose
essence in unknowable to the creation until the bride becomes the wife of the Son. Then She will
know better than the others within constrains. This is what the Eastern Churches call the Theosis
- a better understanding of at least part of the family of Trinity.
The Creation of the cosmos
started only after this and all the creation was done by the Alfa-Tau the Son of God

Bar-alef Elohim
The problem can probably be solved if we assume bar-a Elohim as a double noun which would
mean Son of God as we have seen.
This first-born of all creation then took birth beyond
time and space. Thus we call the Word the first-born, the only begotten Son of God who exactly
reflects the Father.
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The kabballistic picture of this is as follows:
http://www.theosophycanada.com/kabbalah-and-theosophy.php
Edmonton Theosophical Society by Peter von Sass

“The first and foremost ‘emanation’ from ‘ein sof, the Boundless, is the first of the sefiroth . . .
called Kether (. . . crown), and is known by various other names such as . . . Ancient of Days,
Macroprosopus or Great Face . . . because it contains potentially all the other ‘small’ faces or
lower sefiroth. The term face is used to signify the ancient idea of the mask or maya, the Great
Face signifies the cosmic illusion of manifestation, called in Sanskrit maha-maya.

“Kether is Number One, [the] Indivisible, the monad of Pythagoras . . . the first unmanifest Logos.
Its divine name is ‘ehyeh (“I am”). . . When correlated to ‘Adman Qadmon (archetypal man or
universe), Kether is the head or ‘crown’ of the head.
“From Kether . . . the indivisible point, issue forth two rays of active and passive — or masculine
and feminine — potency . . . ‘Each sefirah is feminine or receptive to the one above, and
masculine or transmitting to the one below it.’ [Mathers, pp.27, 335nn] The right and masculine
energy is focused in Hokhmah (wisdom), the second sefirah, termed . . . ‘ab (father), likewise
called by its divine name yah. It corresponds . . . to the second Logos, and represents the right
shoulder of ‘Adam Qadmon. The third sefirah, Binah (intelligence, insight, understanding), is the
feminine passive stream of energy flowing from Kether through Hokhmah, and forms the left
shoulder of ‘Adam Qadmon. Its divine name is heh. It is also called ‘em or ‘immi [Aima] (the
Mother), coequal with the Father. Binah is the Supernal Mother as contrasted with the tenth
sefirah, Malkhuth, the inferior Mother, Bride or Queen. Binah is the third Logos. . . .

“http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Articles/kabbalah/Sefirot/sefirot.html explains this in English
terms as follows:
“Keter: the Starting Point
The very ﬁrst "emanation" -- the transition from Ein Sof to the revealed world -- is shrouded in
mystery. This is the move from the realm of the absolutely inﬁnite to the realm of the ﬁnite. Though
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it is beyond comprehension, the Kabbalah identiﬁes this with the will of God. That is, the root of
all of creation is found in God's will to create. God's will - alone - is the ground of all reality.
Metaphorically, this is depicted with the image of a crown of a King and is called the seﬁrah of
Keter. Keter, then, represents the transition from Ayin (nothing) to Yesh (something), and therefore
creation ex nihilo ("out of nothing") is called yesh me'ayin. Keter represents the hidden or secret
will of God and answers the question, "Why is there something, rather than nothing?" The answer
is simply because "it" is the will of God (what else can be said?). The Name of God associated
with Keter is Ehye,"I AM," though Keter is also sometimes called Ayin(‘ Nothingness) and Ratzori
(Will). Hence the ﬁrst of the seﬁrot (attributes) is called Keter, which is usually regarded as a
synonym for the Inﬁnite One (Ein Sof) itself. Here are the other presentation of the idea:

Here Ein-sof(the Father) and Ein-Sof Aur(The all pervading Holy Spirit) along with Kether (the Son)
form the essence of the Ain the unknowable God. The Son becomes the creator of the cosmos
through his emanations.
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Then it is the Son who reveals the Father and the Holy Spirit and they all together form the Holy
Trinity.

Of course The Great I AM. the will of God is not created by Ein Sof, but a transform of the
unknown to knowable. This is the beginning in time, even if the time is not in the material
dimension. It was the beginning of time when God’s emanation started and appeared as the Holy
Trinity.
This picture has the advantage that the Divine Trinity existed before creation in a state where their
essences were hidden and were unknowable as it is even today. No one has seen the father
except the Son. Knowability starts with the formation of Holy Trinity as now there are three
persons, one in essence, one family united together as One echad God - One in plural unity..
The Kaballah proposes a gap an Abyss between the Trinity and the rest of the creation. Hence it
is impossible for the creation to know the Trinity unless they are transported to the Divine realm.
Colossians 1:15
The Son is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all creation.
He is
the image of
the invisible God , · the firstborn
over all creation
hos
eimi eikōn ho aoratos
theos,
ho prōtotokos pas
ktisis.
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Christian Research Institute Hank Hanegraaff.gives three possible explanation of the word first
born of all creation
http://www.equip.org/perspectives/colossians-1-15-the-firstborn-of-all-creation
THE FIRSTBORN OF ALL CREATION- Interpretations
.........First, the Jehovah’s Witnesses and other groups have argued that it means that Jesus
was the first creature created by God. Well, a text without a context is a pretext, and this definitely
does not fit the context. After saying that Jesus is the firstborn of all creation, Paul adds in verse
16, “Because all things were created in Him.” It simply makes no sense to say that Christ is the
first creature because everything was created in Him. This is so obvious that the Jehovah’s
Witnesses have added the word “other” four times to verses 16 and 17 to make Paul say that all
other things were created in Christ.
THE FIRSTBORN OF ALL CREATION- Created Head of Creation?
The second explanation is that Christ is called the “firstborn of all creation” because, as the
exalted incarnate Son of God, He is both created and the head in all creation. This explanation is
consistent with the orthodox view of Christ, since orthodox Christianity teaches that Jesus is both
the Creator God and a real human being. However, since verse 16 says that all things were
created through Christ, and verse 17 says that Christ is before all things, Paul seems to be
speaking in verses 16 and 17 of what Christ always has been and not merely of what He has
become since exalted as a man.
THE FIRSTBORN OF ALL CREATION- Eternal Son of God
The third explanation is that Christ is called the “firstborn of all creation” because the entire
created universe was created in, through, and for Him as the eternal Son of God. This
interpretation seems to fit the context and has been favored by the vast majority of biblical
scholars. The one interpretation, of course, which is certainly wrong is the one which tries to make
this verse prove that Jesus is not the Creator.
On Colossians 1:15, that’s the CRI Perspective.

The following excepts shows how the lack of vowels leads to different translations:
https://www.yahchanan.com/Yahchanan/Genesis.php
The Hebrew comes to us without punctuation marks. So it is easy for men to interpret this verse
the way they want to. But it does literally say "in the beginning created elohim the heaven the
earth".......
It seems as if Christian translators always look at the earlier translations and make theirs go along
with the flow. Which means, they are obeying the traditions of men. So they assume that 'created'
and 'elohim' need to be reversed, and then they put in the punctuation which provides the meaning
they want. This is especially true of the English versions, as you will see below. But these
assumptions are the traditions of men. Who's to say if the pronunciation marks are supposed to be
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slightly different?
Anyway, even in the versions shown below there is the assumption that the Semetic word 'elohim'
means 'God' (note the capitol, designating the Supreme Being), when it actually means 'gods'
(note the lack of a capitol and the plural, designating many beings, all lesser than the Supreme
Being).
Hebrew: Genesis 1:1 Bereshith bara Elohim eth hashshamayim veeth haarets.
(BUr'aShYTh BUr'a 'aLHYM 'aTh HShMYM V'aTh H'aUrTSh.)
[In The Beginning created elohim, the heaven, and the earth.]
Latin Vulgate: Genesis 1:1 in principio creavit Deus caelum et terram.
[The principle created gods, heaven, and earth.]
RVR (Spanish): Genesis 1:1: En el principio creo Dios los cielos y la tierra.
[The principle created gods, the heaven, and the earth.]
BLA La Biblia de las Americas (Spanish):
Genesis 1:1 En el principio creo Dios los cielos y la tierra.
[The principle created gods, heaven, and the earth.]
ELB Elberfelder 1905 (German):
Genesis 1:1 Im Anfang schuf Gott die Himmel und die Erde.
[In the beginning created gods, the heavens, and the earth]

LUT Luther Bible 1912 (German):
Genesis 1:1 Am Anfang schuf Gott Himmel und Erde.
[At the beginning created gods, heavens, and earth]
SVV Statenvertaling (Dutch):
Genesis 1:1 In den beginne schiep God den hemel en de aarde.
[In the beginning created God, the heaven, and the earth.]
Why can't people accept the literal words of the scripture? Because it does not say what they want
it to say. Our version of Genesis begins like this in Hebrew and English:
Bereshith bara Elohim et Ha'Shamaim v'et Ha'Aretz =
In the beginning created Gods, the Heaven, and the Earth.

Is the first letter of the Bible Alef silently present?
But this starts the scriptures off with the second letter of the alphabet, beta, which also means the
number 'two'. Shouldn't the scriptures start with an alpha, which means 'beginning', and is also the
number 'one'?
In his book "Divine Encounters", Zecharia Sitchin suggested that if we replace the seemingly
missing alpha (one) character at the beginning, we would get:
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Ab-reshit = Father of beginnings
This leads to the reading:
Ab-reshit bara Elohim, et Ha'Shamaim, v'et Ha'Aretz ==
The Father-of-Beginning created the Elohim, the Heavens, and the Earth.
This would make “The Father of Beginning”, the unknown, unknowable God to create the plurality
of principalities, powers, angels, and all gods. That is exactly what “Ab-Reshit bara Elohim”
mean. It is this Ab that revealed later as YHWH.
You can't have anything before YHWH, therefore He 'IS' "In-The-Beginning", and after that He
created things (gods, heaven, earth). YHWH was the first being, uttered the first words, nothing
was there before Him; you can't start the scripture before Him.
In the beginning was YHWH.
In the beginning was YHWH and nothing and no one else.
In the beginning is YHWH.
YHWH created the gods, the universe, the earth, and everything in them.
The Israelites say YHWH means: Was, Is, Will Be. This is short for: He who was alone in the
beginning, who is now, and who will be alone at the end of all things.
Genesis 1:1 He who was alone in the beginning [Was, Is, Will Be] created the gods [elohim],
the heavens [universe], and the earth.

Secrets Of Enoch 20:3 On the tenth heaven is Yah, in the Hebrew tongue he is called Arawat [or,
"Father Of Creation"]
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CHAPTER FIVE
ALEF-TAV : THE CREATOR AND CREATION

הִ֑ים אֵ֥ת הַשָּׁמַ֖יִם וְאֵ֥ת הָאָֽרֶץBֱבְּרֵאשִׁ֖ית בָּרָ֣א א

׃

“In beginning created Elohim

את, the heaven  ואתthe earth.”

In the center of the first verse of the Bible containing seven Hebrew words, in the right center of it
stand two untranslatable letters - the aleph and the tav. The English translations just leave it out
and only those who have occasion to see the Hebrew text alone knows about its existence.
Strictly speaking the aleph-tav expression in Hebrew serves a grammatical purpose only in that it
points to the direct object of the sentence.
“Considered this way, Jesus is the Direct Object of the Universe, the End (sot) of all of creation.
The first stand alone Aleph-Tav occurs in verse one. It is the fourth word of the seven word
sentence.
To YHVH, a day is a thousand years. Those seven words represent each day, and each day
represents a thousand years. The Aleph-Tav, the fourth word, is symbolic to the fourth day. This is
symbolic of Yeshua who came to earth in the four thousandth year, or fourth day, of the creation's
existence.
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And not only is Jesus the End of all creation, but He is the “Beginning of the Creation of God," the
Creator and Sustainer of all things: "For by him were all things created that are in heaven, and that
are in earth, visible and invisible, whether they be thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or
powers: all things were created by him and for him: And he is before all things and by him all
things consist." (Colossians 1:16-1?)”
http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Grammar/Unit_One/Jesus_and_the_AlephBet/jesus_and_the_aleph-bet.html
In Kabballistic thought, and in Biblical allegory, the Son of God was to find His bride - the Church in Malchut - on the Earth.

The aleph-tav
character symbol has been hidden in plain sight from the beginning, starting
with the original Paleo-Hebrew scrolls written by the hand of Moses and the Prophets, then copied
by scribes for thousands of years thereafter into modern Hebrew - but not translated by the Greek
Septuagint, the Latin Vulgate, the King James or subsequent English bible translations because it
was not considered a word.
“These particles as "unknown word(s)" is highly misleading.  = אֶת־ʾet is a Hebrew particle used
to mark the definite direct object of a transitive verb;  = וְאֵ֥תwəʾet is the conjunction vau "and"
followed by אֶת. Their usage in Genesis 1:1 is typical of the thousands of ocurrences found in
the Hebrew Bible.” While this is the primary purpose of ‘et’, it offers a higher dimensional
interpretation giving a far richer meaning pointing to the sufferring servant ‘messiah’ who is
understood by the Christians as Jesus of Nazareth who was crucified. Since it clearly points to
Jesus, the Jewish scholars finds it repungent and is all out with criticism trying to establish that in
this case some how no higher interpretations are possible or permitted.
Jewish hermeneutics proposes four levels of interpretations of the scripture. These four level of
interpretation are called: Parshat, Remez, D’rash & Sud. The first letter of each word P-R-D-S is
taken, and vowels are added for pronunciation, giving the word PARDES (meaning "garden" or
"orchard"). Each layer is deeper and more intense than the last, like the layers of an onion.
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Peshat (פְּשָׁט

)

Remez (רֶמֶז

) Derash (דְּרַשׁ

) - Sod () סוֹד

The p'shat is the plain, simple meaning of the text. The understanding of scripture in its natural,
normal sense using the customary meanings of the word’s being used, literary style, historical and
cultural setting, and context. The only condition for other interpretations is that they should not
contradict the Peshat interpretation or use.
The very presence of the Alef tav within the critical places and its frequency indicates the need for
a higher dimension of interpretation.

http://hethathasanear.com/Aleph-Tav.html
“The aleph-tav
character symbol has been hidden in plain sight from the beginning, starting
with the original Paleo-Hebrew scrolls written by the hand of Moses and the Prophets, then copied
by scribes for thousands of years thereafter into modern Hebrew - but not translated by the Greek
Septuagint, the Latin Vulgate, the King James or subsequent English bible translations because it
was not considered a word. However, as we shall see, the placement of these two Hebrew letters
throughout scripture has far reaching implications.
The aleph ( ) is the first letter of the Hebrew alephbet (alphabet), and the tav ( ) is the last letter
of the alephbet. It is in the placement of these two very significant letters at strategic locations
within many verses of Hebrew scripture that express the understanding of a total completeness. It
is equivalent to saying "from alpha to omega, from a to z, from first to last, from beginning to end."
We see the aleph-tav (
the Original Writings.

) symbol, in association with YHVH (

), used in hundreds of places in

Sodom and
One example concerning judgment is Genesis 13:10 - "destroyed
Gomorrah". Other examples confirming this usage can be found in Genesis 19:14, Isaiah 13:19,
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Jeremiah 50:40, and Amos 4:11. An example of the aleph-tav ( ). symbol rendered as a
blessing is in Exodus 20:8 - "and blessed
Day, the Sabbath".
Hebrew scholars agree that originally in Paleo-Hebrew, the first letter of the alephbet, the
aleph ( ) letter meant "Strength" with its letter symbol an Ox Head. The last letter of the alephbet
is the letter tav ( ), which had as its letter picture an X - a symbol or sign of "Covenant".
Consequently, the aleph-tav ( ) symbol literally means "Strength of the Covenant" when used
in original Hebrew text and was placed to create emphasis as a direct object pointer to the
workings of YHVH (both
and
) concerning His covenant, wherever it was placed
throughout the Tanakh (the Original Writings).
For instance, in the life of Jacob and Esau captured in Genesis 25:28, we find that both Jacob
and Esau have aleph-tav ( ) symbols in front of their names in the beginning of their life together
- but the LAST time we see the aleph-tav ( ) symbol used in front of Esau's name is in Genesis
27:1. On that day Isaac calls to Esau, asking him to hunt some savory meat so that he (Isaac)
may bless Esau. Even though Esau's name is used another 78 times in the Torah the aleph-tav
( ) symbol continues to be only in front of Jacob's name and NOT Esau's - because the
covenant blessing of the birthright given for Messiah was removed from him. The reason Esau has
no aleph-tav ( ) symbols in front of his name after Genesis 27:1 is explained by Moses in
birthright!" (the passage of birthright is chronicled in
Genesis 25:34 for "so despised Esau his
the Kinsman Redeemer - the Signet). Esau's dismissal of YHVH's designated purpose for his
life resulted in that purpose being passed to his brother, Jacob.
Yet another instance of the significance of the aleph-tav ( ) symbol is found in the Book of Ruth.
Ruth's name is used 12 times in the book. The first 10 times there is no aleph-tav ( ) symbol in
front of her name. After she is redeemed by Boaz the next two times her name is used, an alephtav ( ) symbol appears in front of her name each time (Ruth 4:5&13).
These are just two examples, but it seems quite obvious that the aleph-tav (
connection of covenant relationship with YHVH”.

) symbol shows a

So, from the Hebraic perspective these words are written in, Genesis 1:1 is seen as "In the
beginning Elohim created the aleph-tav". In other words, the very first thing Elohim created were
the letters from which all life and all physical things spring forth.

In the first chapter of Genesis itself Alef-Tav occurs 13 times standing alone with God.- always with
God. (The Word was with God) 14 including the v et in V.1

1:1 In the beginning God

[the strength of the cross] created the heaven and

I the earth.

1:4 And God saw
the light, that it was good: and God divided the light from the darkness.
1:7 And God made the firmament, and divided the waters which [were] under the firmament from the waters which
[were] above the firmament: and it was so.
made two great lights; the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night: [he
1:16 And God
made] the stars also.
1:21 And God
created great whales, and every living creature that moveth, which the waters brought forth
abundantly, after their kind, and every winged fowl after his kind: and God saw that [it was] good.
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1:22 And God
in the earth.

blessed them, saying, Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill the waters in the seas, and let fowl multiply

1:25 And God
made the beast of the earth after his kind, and cattle after their kind, and every thing that creepeth
upon the earth after his kind: and God saw that [it was] good.
200

1:27 So God
them.

created man in his [own] image, in the image of God created he him; male and female created he

1:28 And God
blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and
subdue it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that
moveth upon the earth.
every herb bearing seed, which [is] upon the face of all the earth,
1:29 . And God said, Behold, I have given you
and every tree, in the which [is] the fruit of a tree yielding seed; to you it shall be for meat.
1:30 And to beast of the earth, and to every fowl of the air, and to every thing that creepeth upon the earth, wherein
[there is] life, [I have given]

every green herb for meat: and it was so.

1:31 . And God
saw every thing that he had made, and, behold, [it was] very good. And the evening and the
morning were the sixth day.

The word  אתis also used over 7,000 times in the Hebrew Bible. It is all over the body of Bible.
The Aleph-Tav (Jesus) is on every page of the Bible and practically in every sentence. The
Word was with God and Word was God.
An analysis of the use on these terms on the creation story and its relevance is based on the deep
seated Jewish mystical understanding of the world being made of by the word, - literally the
alphabet of the Hebrew language.It is deep seated within the structure of the language. The
creation according to the theory was made by the vibrations of the word and the Hebrew letters
were the building blocks. It makes additional meaning in terms of the New Testament
understanding of the concept the Word - the Logos which is identified with the incarnate God
Jesus of Nazareth.  אתthen gains additional meaning as the seal of God as sacrificial symbol.
In addition the Jewish gematria gives additional meaning when we analyze the number of times
the word aleph tau is used in the creation story of Genesis. It makes us ask the question “Did
the writer of the story intended something beyond the normal gramatical use?”
The answer is in Mat 13.
Matthew 13:10 - 12 Then the disciples came to Jesus and asked,
“Why do You speak to the people in parables?”
He replied, “The knowledge of the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven has been given to you,
but not to them.
Whoever has will be given more, and he will have an abundance.
Whoever does not have, even what he has will be taken away from him.…”
Without doubt Jesus is affirming that there are hidden meanings in the simple stories which are
not seen by others. It is intended to give additional insight to those who are able and if under the
guidance of the spirit of God according to John 16:13.
http://motspluriels.arts.uwa.edu.au/MP1901dpAkiva.html
“In Hebrew, the use of the
to mark the accusative case is never ambiguous because it is
empty of meaning. It stands only as a mark of the grammatical relation between verb and object.
Despite this ciphered silence, or perhaps because of it, many rabbis of the Talmud, especially
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Rabbis Simeon and Akiva, have viewed the
as a sign of, an invitation to, amplification. And
in Talmudic episteme, wherever there is room for amplification there is an invitation to see the sign
of a divine intention for some other, secret or unwritten meaning.
“Akiva's teacher was Rabbi Nahum of Gimzo, who attempted to explain every occurrence of
in the Torah (see Hagigah 12b). Akiva builds on his work, suggesting that every occurrence of
the
is meant to indicate the presence of the Divine Hand. Here, Simeon refrains from
expanding or expounding on the
because in the command to have awe for G-d, any
expansion would be heretical, or at least superfluous. Akiva slyly suggests that amplification is
directly defines G-d,
indeed possible, though it is in the form of a grace note: here, since the
then it is also scholars who are to be included.
“Akiva's idea is that
is the secret sign of G-d, the silent cipher that embraces all the other
words of the Torah, and indeed of all creation”.

The First and the Second Coming of Christ in Menorah If you notice, the alef-tau is repeated twice within the first verse, the second is “va-et” between
the words heavens and the earth. The vau appellation is an addition of “and”. Hence
translations add “and” leaving the rest - alef tau - untranslated again. The words (et) and (v-et) in
Genesis 1:1 lack meaning on their own. Thus many argues that . “There is no further or mystical
meaning associated with it.” other than as a conjunction typical to Hebrew language..

A comparison to the seven pronged candle stand which is considered as representing the Seven
days of creation and also the seven eons of period of earth each a 1000 years we notice that just
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as sun was created on the fourth day, Jesus was incarnated (born) in the world in the era starting
4000 years from creation. This central lamp was left burning through day and night and other
candles were lit from this central flame. The obvious explanation that the central lamp represents
the mesiah and that he will be the light of the world and he will bring the light to the whole world
eventually is clear.

Jesus as the Complete Revelation of God - Light of the World
Jesus as the light of the world is again presented by the spectral radiation distribution both in the
entire spectrum as well as the visible spectrum of light. We can divide those in seven parts as
follows:

Notice that in the first distribution covering Radio waves to Gama rays the visible light is the middle
fourth one. The Alef-Tau, Jesus the mesiah is the Light of the world which is the visible region.
God revealed himself to humanity through his Son, Jesus Christ, who is “the radiance of God’s
glory and the exact representation of his being” (Hebrews 1:3). Jesus said:
“Anyone who has seen me has seen the Father” (John 14:9).
“I and the Father are one” (John 10:30).
Thomas addressed him as “My Lord and my God!” (John 20:28).
Jesus Christ was the ultimate revelation of God the Father.
- "The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us. We have seen his glory, the glory of
the One and Only, who came from the Father, full of grace and truth…. No one has ever seen God,
but God the One and Only, who is at the Father’s side, has made him known." John 1:14, 18
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Again within the visible spectrum Jesus is Green - the life giving spirit.
1 Cor 15: 45 So it is written: “The first man Adam became a living being;” the last Adam a lifegiving spirit.
The 7th day of the ‘1000 year day’ of earth will be messianic era on earth.
represents the “earth”. It is the sabbath for the earth.

The seventh branch

Taking the cue we notice that the second Alef-Tau occurs on the sixth day denoting the era
starting 5th day of ‘1000 years a day scale’ from creation indicates his second coming. Here the
Vav associated with Alef-Tau indicates he takes his bride on that period along side of Him. The
second coming of Jesus is expected towards the end of the sixth day “of 1000 year day” starting
from the completion of creation. He will come to take his bride home from the earth and will then
give rest to the earth during the sabbath millienium. After that a new age of redeemed heaven
and earth start to function.
“He will wipe away every tear from their eyes, and there will be no more death or mourning or
crying or pain, for the former things have passed away.” And the One seated on the throne said,
“Behold, I make all things new.” Rev. 21 5-6.
According to classical Jewish sources, the Hebrew year 6000 (from nightfall of September 30,
2239 until nightfall of September 17, 2240 on the Gregorian calendar) marks the latest time for the
initiation of the Messianic Age. The Talmud, the Midrash, and the Kabbalistic work - the Zohar-,
state that the 'deadline' by which the Messiah must appear is 6,000 years from creation. According
to tradition, the Hebrew calendar started at the time of Creation, placed at 3761 BC. The
Gregorian (2017/2018) in Hebrew year is 5778.
The belief that the seventh millennium will correspond to the Messianic Age is founded upon a
universalized application of the concept of Shabbat—the 7th day of the week—the sanctified 'day
of rest'.
The Ten Commandments state (Exodus 20:8):
“Remember the Sabbath day to sanctify it. Six days shall you work and perform all of your labors.
And on the seventh day, which is the Sabbath day unto the Lord your God, you shall do no work...
For in six days God made the heavens and the earth, the oceans and all therein, and He rested on
the seventh day. Therefore God hath blessed the Sabbath day and sanctified it.”
This tradition maintains that each day of the week corresponds to one thousand years of creation:
Just as the six days of the workweek culminate in the sanctified seventh day of Shabbat, so too
will the six millennia of creation culminate in the sanctified seventh millennium (Hebrew years
6000–7000) — the Messianic Age.
Just as Shabbat is the sanctified 'day of rest' and peace, a time representing joyful satisfaction
with the labors completed within the previous 6 days, so too the seventh millennium will
correspond to a universal 'day of rest' and peace, a time of 'completeness' of the 'work' performed
in the previous six millennia.
The Talmud also draws parallels between the Shmita (Sabbatical) year and the seventh
millennium: For six 'years', or millennia, the earth will be worked, whilst during the seventh 'year',
or millennium, the world will remain 'fallow', in a state of 'rest' and universal peace.
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“In beginning created Elohim

את, the heaven  ואתthe earth.”

The word [ אתet] is the most frequent word in Hebrew . It constitutes over 2% of the words in any
text. It is used over 7000 times in the Bible itself starting from Genesis 1:1. where clearly in the
beginning was את
Could this be read as “In the beginning
God created “ ”אתthe word?
This was indeed the teaching of sefer
Yetzira where God first created the Hebrew
Alphabet and used that to create A to Z of
the cosmos.
Can we consider this as a statement of the
only begotten Son who is the Covenant
Symbol of God between Himself and His
creation?
As discussed in Talmud (Megilla 9a and
9b), when 72 sages were commissioned by
King Ptolemy of Egypt to translate the
Torah into Greek, they all made the same
14 adjustments to the translation in an
attempt to avoid misunderstandings. The
first change was to make the word order
such that no word would precede God: So they made it as "God created in the beginning". What?
The next word is “ ”את.
discussed earlier

It has the sense of adding the letter Alef before the Bet which we

https://hermeneutics.stackexchange.com/questions/4933/ meaning-of-et gives an analysis of
the numerological understanding of the the study. For a detailed discussion see the website.
The same theme of creation is repeated in two other places:
“In the beginning God created (et) the heavens and (v-et) the earth (Genesis 1:1)
These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth when they were created, in the day that
the LORD God made the earth and the heavens (Genesis 2:4) (no et/v-et)
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For in six days made the LORD (et) heaven (v-et) earth, (et) the sea, (v-et) all that in them is, and
rested the seventh day: wherefore blessed the LORD (et) day the Sabbath, and hallowed it.
(Exodus 20:11)
If the function is to emphasize what God created (Genesis 1:1) then the function is to emphasize
what the LORD made (Exodus 20:11). When the LORD God created and made there is no
emphasis on the LORD God, the earth, or the heavens.
If modern scholars have successfully identified these words as lacking stand-alone meaning
whose only function is to operate on a limited basis of linking verbs to direct objects, then it has
also demonstrated that the LORD God of Genesis 2:4 is not the creator of Genesis 1:1 or Exodus
20:11 since the et is missing in Gen 2:4.

Gen 2:4
No את
Much of modern scholarship rationalizes these differences in Scripture by presenting them in the
light of language theory and textual criticism. For example, differences between the creation
records found in Genesis 1 and 2-3, are a result of different sources.
According to modern scholarship, the text is a redaction of two different sources of authors - one
the “E” source (for Elohim) in Genesis 1 and the other the “J” source (for YHVH) in Genesis 2-3.
Somebody (Moses?) collected them and just copied and pasted them together to give us the Bible
as we use it. Therefore contemporary scholarship can rationalize and dismiss the variant uses of
(et) and (v-et) in the two records as another instance of the different sources of the first 3 chapters
of Genesis. Degrading the text from the Word of God to a work of men in such ways is a common.
technique of modern man.”
“The total number of uses from Genesis 1:1 to the end of the seventh day is 22, the number
of letters in the Hebrew alphabet. The letters which make up the word are  אתthe first and last
letters of the Hebrew alphabet.
Again the Author is purposeful to use the words, language, and simple math in a way that points to
the unity and a completed nature of creation and what is written. Modern scholarship offers
language theory as the correct means of understanding the Scripture. However the letters  אתare
the first and the last letters of the 22 letter alphabet and the Author has purposely used the
word 22 times. Complete scholarship should point out that the Author has purposely started
the Bible using the language itself as a self-affirming witness to the unity and completed
nature of both the work and the written record describing the work.”
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The word “Alef-Tau” is defined and finds its real meaning as we come to New Testament where
John taking up the creation theme states:
“In the beginning Was the Word, and
the Word was With Elohim, and
the Word Was Elohim.
The same was in the beginning WITH ELOHIM.
All things were made THROUGH HIM; and
without Him was not any thing made that was made…
(John 1: 1-3;14)
And the word became flesh and tabernacled among us.

Y'shua said,
“You search the scriptures for in them you think you have eternal life:
and
they are they which TESTIFY OF ME!
(John 5:39)
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In the beginning of the Bible the word Alef-Tau was placed with Elohim and can be seen
directly as the creator of “All things”.
It many be the bible is identifying the El within the
Elohim who created the heavens and the earth as Alef-Tav.
These two letters do not actually form a word. rather, they express an a understanding. It is the
binding word not susceptible to translation. It is the binding word that binds the whole sentence to
make sense and meaning. Yet we know that it point to the Seal of the Son of God. He was
indeed with the Father and the Holy Spirit.
[Jesus] is the image of the invisible God, the first-born [prototokos] of all creation; for in him all
things were created, in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or dominions or
principalities or authorities [these words in Greek refer to the hierarchical angelic powers]-all things
were created through him and for him. He is before all things, and in him all things hold together.
Colossians 1:15-17
Alef is the first letter of the Hebrew Alphabet and Tau is the last.
Rev. 1:8 "I am the Alpha and the Omega," ((Koiné Greek: "ἐγὼ τὸ Α καὶ τὸ Ω")says the Lord God,
"who is, and who was, and who is to come, the Almighty."
Rev 22:13 I am the Alpha and the Omega, the First and the Last, the Beginning and the End.

Thus John clearly presented Jesus as the Alef-Tau and it appears in the catacoumb pictures in the
early period of history
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In the early Hebrew Alphabet, the Alef Oxhead symbolized power and majesty while the Tau - the
last letter in Hebrew alphabet - the cross mark is the symbol of the covenant and as we know
today where the Son of God sacrificed himself for the creation and the covenant in his blood..
In Greek it would then look like Alpha and Omega.

In the book of Revelation Jesus claims:
“I AM the Alpha and the Omega, The beginning and the end, the First and the Last”
Rev. 22:13

We have seen that the whole cosmos is nothing but the vibrations of the Word and thus in the
strictest scientific sense It the everything from the first to the last. In fact the picture painted is the
almighty Son of God crucified. In love he created the world with his own body and will ultimately
redeem it. Jesus is the whole story from beginning to the end.
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God's begotten Son - Son born before the time began - was nailed to the cross as a covenant act
that connected the children of Adam to his Heavenly Father. It was through this only begotten Son
God made the worlds.
God, who at various times and in various ways spoke in time past to the fathers by
the prophets,
has in these last days spoken to us by His Son,
whom He has appointed heir of all things,
through whom also He made the worlds;
who being the brightness of His glory and the express image of His person, and
upholding all things by the word of His power, when He had by Himself purged our
sins, sat down at the right hand of the Majesty on high. — Hebrews 1:1-3
In Shadows of His Sacrifice By Leslie Hardinge finds a relation between Urim and Thumin in terms
of their starting letters which is actually Alef and Tav.
Urim())אוּרִיםstarts with alpha and Thummim ( )תוּמִיםstarts with tav. As such it stands for Alef - Tau.
This urim and thumim were used by the High Priest as a divination tool to answer the questions
placed by the people to God directly. We do not know really what it is and how it works.
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Yale University Shield With a caption of "Urim and Thummim" in Hebrew letters
When the Old Testament of the Bible was translated into Greek, the original meaning in Hebrew of
“Urim and Thummin” was no longer known, and different words were used in different passages to
translate them. Among the renderings given were “Light” and “Truth,” and it is this interpretation
which was chosen for the seal’s legend and placed below the shield in Latin: Lux et Veritas.
Invoking the imagery of the Urim and Thummin for a university that trains up leaders (like presentday priests and judges) is to suggest that the academic achievements and the attainment of
knowledge has become a modern-day substitute for (or equivalent to) the ancient tools used for
divination.
The actual consultation by people with Yhwh was by means of the Urim and Thummim Moses
was permitted by the Lord to address Him directly. But Joshua and his successors could speak to
the Lord only through the mediation of the high priest and by means of the Urim and Thummim.
“To the right and to the left of the breastplate were two stones of greater brilliance than the twelve
gems, called the Urim and the Thummim. The word Urim starts with aleph. This is the ﬁrst letter of
the Hebrew alphabet. In Greek the ﬁrst letter is alpha. Thummim starts with tau. This is the last
letter in the Hebrew alphabet and corresponds with the Greek last letter omega. The Urim and the
Thummim represent the aleph and the tau. If you were depicting this idea in Greek, you would say
alpha and omega or the beginning and the end.

Exodus 28:30 "And thou shalt put in the breastplate of judgment the Urim and Thummim; they
shall be upon Aaron's heart when he goeth in before the Lord."
We can express every thought within the compass of the 26 letters of our alphabet. So, the alepb
to the tau; the alpha and omega; the A to the Z represents the vehicle for expressing each human
thought.
Jesus says, “I am the alpha and the omega." Within the compass of Jesus Christ, the Father
expresses every thought that He wishes for mankind. Jesus is the Word. He is God's thought
made audible, made visible, made tangible, made apprehendible, made incarnate. Jesus is the
revelation of God to mankind and answer to every problem.
Evidently identifying Alef-Tau as Jesus, the explanantion becomes that the ultimate answer to all
questions and their solution is Jesus who is the ultimate revelation of God to Man.
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CHAPTER SIX
THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH

Et ( )אֵתis a particle used in front of the direct object of a verb; in this case, it indicates that "the
heavens and the earth" is what is being created. The word ha preceding shamayim (heavens) and
aretz (earth) is the definite article, equivalent to the English word "the".
It could be translated and understood as:
In the beginning of creation, Elohim the one who is from the beginning to end created the heavens
with all its varying dimensions and also the earth.
The creator is one of the Elohim and he is the Elohim the creator who rules it with his power and
maintains and redeems it with his sacrifice on the cross.

The Hebrew word for heaven is shamayim; the Hebrew word in Genesis is hashamayim meanign
"the heavens" .
Shamshamayim” (שָׁמַיִם,ShMYM) is a contraction of two words: “sham” ( ַ שָׁמShM) plus “mayim”
(  מַיִםMYM), meaning “water is there”.
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The word shamayim may be the Hebrew word
 מיםmayim, meaning water,
and the prefix  שsh meaning like.
Combined, the word  שמיםshamayim would mean “like water.”
Another possible derivation is that shamayim is constructed of two parts:
sham (ַ )שָׁמderived from Akkadian samu meaning "sky" or "lofty",
and Hebrew mayim ( )מַיִםmeaning "water".
In Genesis 1:6 Elohim separated the "water from the water". The area above the earth was filled
by sky-water (sham-mayim) and the earth below was covered by sea-water (yam-mayim).
Waters may be simply a designation of the fluids or even the plasmatic nature of various
dimensions as we have seen in the state of the cosmos soon after the beginning in our treatment
of the big bang expanding universe.
The conception of a plurality of heavens was evidently familiar to the ancient Hebrews (see Deut.
10:14;I Kings 18: 15; Ps. 148:4; comp. Ḥag. 12a); and rabbinical and Apocryphal literature
speaks of seven or of ten heavens. It refers to the dimensions of existence with all its beings.
Thus the phrase "heaven and earth" is used to indicate the whole universe ( Genesis 1:1 ;
Jeremiah 23:24 ; Acts 17:24 ). According to the Jewish notion there were three heavens.
Shamayim ()שָׁמַיִם, literally plural heavens, initially considered as consisting of three heavens. One
of this dimension of Shamayim is considered as the dwelling place of God and other heavenly
beings. Thus in Luke (written for Gentiles) uses the phrase “Kingdom of God” whereas Matthew
(written to Jews) uses “Kingdom of Heaven.”
(a) The firmament, as "fowls of the heaven" ( Genesis 2:19 ; Genesis 7:3 Genesis 7:23 ; Psalms
8:8 , etc.), "the eagles of heaven" ( Lamentations 4:19 ), etc.
(b) The starry heavens ( Deuteronomy 17:3 ; Jeremiah 8:2 ; Matthew 24:29 ).
(c) "The heaven of heavens," or "the third heaven" ( Deuteronomy 10:14 ; 1 Kings 8:27 ; Psalms
115:16 ; 148:4 ; 2 co 12:2 )
shamayim, is actually a plural form meaning "heights," "elevations" ( Genesis 1:1 ; 2:1 ).
Mountains were always associated with the abode of gods.
The Alef-Tav again occurs as the second appearance in the first sentence of the Bible between
the hashmayim (heavens) and aretz (earth) with an addition of vau which provides the word
“the”
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There is no need of this et in this place at all in the sentence construction, but appears to reenforce the creation of the earth by the Word of God.
This second "et" has an extra letter added to it a "vav" and is a letter used to join and link
the subjects or clauses. It would technically read v'et. In this case the "vav" is connecting
the heavens and the earth. Strangely the pictograph for vav is peg nail.
The sixth word of Genesis 1 verse 1 is v’et ( ואתtranslated as “and”) because it contains the sixth
letter of Hebrew alphabet called vav and represents a “hook” or “nail” or “tent peg” with the “et”
letters. The vav is a connector letter because it connected words and phrases and “hooks” them
together. This shows even HOW Jesus would “connect” Heaven AND earth through the “sacrifice”
on the “cross” and held up by the “nails”.
What this imply is that it is the Alef-Tov which pins the Heaven and the earth together. For one, it
the the cross that redeems the earth to its original unfallen state and that which reverse the curse
of the earth to its original form when everything will grow from order to a higher order. The
subjugation of the earth to second law of thermodynamics was placed over all matter so that man
may not live eternally and suffer because of the selfishness asserted by individuals. No more
shall a Cain kill his brother Abel but instead, Cain will die for his brother Abel. This state is
attained only through the cross’s vau pin.
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http://www.grisda.org/origins/08013.htm

The Word "Earth"
The Hebrew c eres (earth) occurs more than 2500 times in the Hebrew (and Aramaic) Old
Testament. It is generally rendered "ground," "earth," “clay” “mud” " "dust," "dirt," and "could also
mean "land," "nation," and "country" . Joine with heavens it could imply the whole of creation or the
entire Universe.
The genesis creation story nowhere refers to the creation of hell or netherworld. Nowhere in the
Bible there is any narrative of the special place for hell being created by God. Old Testament do
not refer to such a creation at all. Hence it must have developed later in history. The only
possibility is that man himself created hell. By selfish life man converted his abode into hell.
Hence God has to separate the evil ones from the righteous or those who can grow into righteous
ones. Thus at the time a judgment, Jesus separates the whole resurrected mankind into three
groups. His wife the Church who do not come before the judgment seat, the righteous and the
unrighteous. He takes his wife wife the Church with Him, the righteous goes back to inherit the
earth and the unrighteous to another world of separate existence.
Again there is no mention of what was the shape of the earth.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
GEMATRIA OF THE FIRST VERSE
Now we look into the controversial area of numerology and geomatria.
Sefer Yetzirah, the Book of Patriach Abraham asserts that.
1:1 With 32 mystical paths of Wisdomen graved Yah the Lord of Hosts the God of Israel the living
God King of the universe El Shaddai Merciful and Gracious High and Exalted Dwelling in eternity
Whose name is Holy - He is lofty and holy And He created His universe with three books (Sepharim):
with text (Sepher)
with number (Sephar) and
with communication (Sippur).
Thus apart from the alphabets and words, God also used numbers and other forms of
communication in the creation of the world. Thus Geomatria and Numerology were persued by
scholars to find out these numerical structure behind the Biblical verses. We shall look into some
of these results.
Biblical numerology refers to the interpretation, by some biblical scholars, of numerical values
used in the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament that they believe relate to symbolism, which
imply quality or attributes, of the value rather than to an actual quantity. Both Hebrew and Greek
has no no numeric characters. English and most modern languages have numbers and
letters So, the Hebrew and Greek - surprisingly these are the two languages in which Bible is
written - uses alphabets as numbers. Each alphabet is associated with a number. Hence any
word or sentence can be treated as a number. This is then developed into a system by
converting biblical words and verses etc into numbers and vice versa.
One problem with Hebrew numerology is that there are several of such systems of number as
associated with their alphabet. the most common numbers are the ordinal system where
alphabets are numbered from 1 to 22. The other system is the system of tens where the
alphabets are numbered 1 to 9 and then in tens as 10, 20 etc then 100, 200 etc as given in the
following table.
There are ceratain numbers that are particularly special in the Bible among
which are
1 which represents the Oneness of God
3 which is the number of Persons in Trinity
7 is the number of creation days and when God rested on the 7th day and
made it holy.
There are many others. They are used symbolically to teach and memorize
concepts.
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Seven specially is a special number in the Bible. In my book on symbology of numbers I have
dealt with some of these special numbers and their symbolism. In recent years especially with
the use of computers much more exhaustive relationships based of these special numbers were
discovered and are used to emphasize that there is an intelligence behind the structures and
prove that the Bible is God inspired or written by the hands of God. I give below some of these
relations. Are they intentionally encoded relations or are they just chance? Can we find similar
relations and structues in secular novels and fictions? These still remain open. These certainly
are of interest to mathematically minded.

Dr. Ivan Nikolayevitsh Panin (1855 – 1942) was a Russian emigrant to the United States who
achieved fame for discovering numeric patterns in the text of the Hebrew and Greek Bible and for
his published work based on his research.
See: http://www.telusplanet.net/public/tsgibson/panin.pdf for details in Genesis 1:1
Dr. Panin found 31 codes of 7 in the First verse Genesis 1:1 displayed below:
1. The 7 words of Genesis 1:1 has 28 = (7X4) letters.
2. The value of the first and last letters of the first half of the verse = 42= (7X6).
3. The value of the first and last letters of the second half = 91 =(7X13).
4. The three nouns (God, Heaven and earth) is made up of 14 letters= (7X2).
5. The sum of the three nouns (God, heaven and earth) equals 777 =(7X111).
6. The place value of these three nouns is 147 =(7X21).
7. The Hebrew verb created has a gematria value of 203 =(7X29).
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8. The first 3 words contain the subject and are made up of14 letters.
9. The place value of these letters equals 140 =(7X20).
10. Of these 14, the place value of the silent letters equals 28= (7X4).
11. And the place value of the non-silent letters equals 112 =(7X16).
12. The odd numbers among the 14 = 42= (7X6).
13. Even numbers among the 14 sums to 98 =(7X14).
14. Multiplying the 14 place values of letters by their order is 1,008= (7X144).
15. The four last words contain the object and also is made up of 14 letters.
16. The object “The Heavens + the untranslatable word has seven letters, as does the object “and
the earth”.
17. The value of the first and last letters of all words = 1,393= (7X199).
18. The sum of the first and last letters of the first and last words = 497= (7X71).
19. The value of the first & the last letters of each word between= 896 =(7X128).
20. The sum of the factors of 896 = 21 =(7X3).
21. The first letters of the first and last words has the value of 7.
22. The value of last letters of the first and last words equal 490 =(7X70).
23. The middle word and the one before it are made up of 7 letters.
24. The middle word and the one after it are made up of 7 letters.
25. The value of the first, middle, and last letters = 133 =(7X19).
26. The two digits added of the value of (86) “God” (8 + 6) = 14 =(7X2).
27. The values of the letters in God added (1, 30, 5, 10, 40) = 14 =(7X2).
28. The sum of the place value in the letters of “God” (1,12,5,10,13) = 14 =(7X2).
29. The number of these place-values is 7.
30. Because of contractions in Hebrew (similar to the English isn't), the vocabulary of Gen. 1:1 is
larger than the seven words of the verse. The nine-word vocabulary of Gen. 1:1 has the value of
2275 =(7X325).
31. The place value of the vocabulary = 259 =(7X37).
As can be seen the words break at 14, 21 and 28. Thus except for 7 all the 7th multiples are end
of the words. The 7th is the Bet. The house which is being built.

As we know numbers are significant in the Bible especially the number 7 which is connected to the creation.
should expect it repeatedly appearing in the building of the cosmos.

7

913 + 203 + 86 + 401 + 395 + 407 + 296 = 2701
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2701 = 73X37.
It appears that 37 is a very important number that are central in God's Codes here.

This word “Hokma” meaning “wisdom” has this strange property that its gematria using ordinal
number is 37 while its gematria using normal system is 73
Proverb 3: 19 The LORD by wisdom founded the earth, By understanding He established the
heavens.
Now 777= 37X(3X7),

7+7+7 = 3 x 7 = 21
888 (Jesus)= 37X(8+8+8) and 666= 37X(6+6+6)

Number 37 and 73 are reversals of each other.
Their prime number order numbers are also reversals :
37 is prime number 12, while 73 is prime number 21.
(Prime numbers are numbers that only can be divded by itself or 1).
Now if we take the total value of Genesis 1:1, 2701 and add its reverse, 1027:
2701+1027= 3773. 37 reflected to 73 to give 3773
Both number 37 & 73 are Star numbers, 37 is the 3rd and 73 is the 4th making number 7.
Here are the seven first triangular numbers (triangles), the 7 first Star numbers & the 4 first
Centerd Hexagons. every figurate numbers like these starts with the number 1 which signifies
unity or beginnings Unity.
THE GENESIS 1:1 TRIANGLE
The Triangular numbers are those which makes an equilateral triangle with circles.
As you can notice they are formed when
N the total number of circles = Sum of the numbers 1+2+….+n = n! = [n(n+1)]/2
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Here is the Genesis 1:1 As the 7th Triangle with 28 Hebrew Letters.

The 73 rd Triangle has a total number of circles of (1+2+……+73) = (73x74)/2 = 2701
which forms the Genesis 1:1 triangle,
This triangle divides into three 36th triangles and a 37th central triangle. We can do that in two
ways. The 36th Triangle contains 666 circles while the 37th Triangle contains 703 circles, which is
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the number for “And the Earth” = 407 + 296 =703.
created on the sixth day.

666 is the number of Man.

Man was

The three 666 joins to give the creation part ”In the beginning God created the Heavens”
When Man was created He filled both the heaven and the earth. He was made from the earth
was given the breath of life by God that was the dimension of heaven.
Thus we have:
the earth surrounded by men
= The Earth as Home of Mankind = Mankind and the Earth
37 x 19 = 703 which then corresponds to the Hebrew word for Heart
Heart correspond to the 37th Triangular numbers.
Gematria for Heart is 37 and the Ordinal sum for Heart is 19
Heart of man turned o the earch and he lost the heavens
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STAR NUMBERS
Here are stars of order 1 to 7 with their corresponding numbers.

Stars can be thought of as two overlapping triangles or as Hexagons surrounded by 6 Triangles

Notice the combinations of 37 star with 19 centered Hexagon corresponding to the Heart
And 73 star with 37 centered Hexagon corresponding to Wisdom again.
Number 37 is the main number and it has a rare property, it is both a Centered Hexagon and a
Star Number. Here are the 12 first numbers that are both a Centerd Hexagon and a Star numbers:

37

1,
, 1261, 42841, 1455337, 49438621, 1679457781, 57052125937, 1938092824081,
65838103892821, 2236557439531837, 75977114840189641 and they are very few
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Dr.Panin found a mathematical system of 7' s gramatical layer of the Bible from the first verse to
the last verse without error. Here is the result's of the codes of number 7&37 he found in
Genesis1:1.

Dr. Panin also found 23 different combinations of 37's within the 7 words:
913 + 86 = 999 =(37X27)
913 + 203 + 401 = 1517= (37X41)
86 + 395 = 481 =(37X13)
913 + 86 = 999 =(37X27)
913 + 203 + 86 + 401 + 395 = 1998= (37X54)
407 = 37X11
913 + 86 + 407 = 1406= (37X38)
913 + 203 + 401 + 407 = 1924 =(37X52)
86 + 395 + 407 = 888 =(37X24)
913 + 86 + 407 = 1406 =(37X38)
913 + 203 + 86 + 401 + 395 + 407 = 2405 =(37X65)
296 = 37X813.
913 + 86 + 296 = 1295 =(37X35)
913 + 203 + 401 + 296 = 1813 =(37X49)
86 + 395 + 296 = 777 =(37X21)= (111x7)
203 + 401 + 395 + 296 = 1295 =(37X35)
913 + 203 + 86 + 401 + 395 + 296 = 2294= (37X62)
407 + 296 = 703 (37X19) - 37th triangle
913 + 86 + 407 + 296 = 1702 =(37X46)
913 + 203 + 401 + 407 + 296 = 2220 =(37X60)
86 + 395 + 407 + 296 = 1184 =(37X32)
203 + 401 + 395 + 407 + 296 = 1702 =(37X46)
913 + 203 + 86 + 401 + 395 + 407 + 296 = 2701= (37X73) - 73rd triangle
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Is this accidental?
Did God do it intentionally?
Can we find similar code in other books outside of the Bible?
Panin did spent a life time to find them.
Couls we find them in Shakespeare’s work if we tried as much time as Panin probably. Some
Atheists were able to find many prophecies in Equidistant code analysis. But they seldom were
succesful in other numerological systems.

As it stand it is interesting.
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